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This uwei's TTwi/re // production applies
ancient Creek mythology to the lives of
homeless people in New York City.

A former women's basketball player sheds
light on the resignation of former coach
Bud Childers several weeks ago.
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Looting to de-stress before Spring Break?
The solution may lie with the mtas
therapists at UREC. ..;.'
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Slave narratives come to life
Historian reads excerpts from book series 7 was a Slave'
6\

DAN GIBSON-REINEMER

contributing writer

Students heard slave narratives
come to life in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre Monday as a historian

read excerpts from her book scries,
I was a Slave."
Donna Wyant Howell, a historian specializing in the slave narratives collected by Works Progress
Administration writers during the
Great Depression, has compiled
these narratives in a series of 24
books. Six editions are in print and
currently available through the
Web site, untw.iwiisaslmv.com.
Howell said each book is a compilation of narratives from tru
themselves, detailing a dihVivni
aspect of slave life, from the experiences of slave children to the atti-

tudes toward slave owners.
"A lot of Americans, black and
white, want to just get over jslavery], but they don't know what
they're getting over," Howell said
Howell described how thousands of slave narratives were
recorded during the 1930s but
remained in archives until recently.
Howell explained why she decided to collect the narratives in a
series of books. "I was hoping
someone would do it someday, but
no one ever did." Howell said she
wanted to raise awareness and
educate people on the issue.
During the presentation,
Howell read from a variety of
slave narratives, emphasizing the
ilncrsity of slave experiences.
"There was no typical planta-
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/ was hoping someone
would [write a series]
someday, but no
one ever did
-Donna Wyant Howell

??

historian

tion," she said. "Instead, aspects
of daily life varied greatly from
one farm to the next."
Regarding the living conditions
of slaves, Howell explained that
going to church was mandatory
for some slaves, but forbidden of
others, and that some slaves were

forced to beg for food at neighboring farms while others received
adequate rations.
Howell said she also sought to
make the experiences, which were
collected over 60 years ago, relevant to contemporary Americans.
She described how some of the former slaves lived well into the second half of the 20th century and
made an impact on the lives of
many Americans alive today.
Howell's great-grandmother, a former slave, was still alive when
Howell was a college student in
the 1960s, Howell said. Speaking
of slavery's legacy, Howell said,
"It's still here. This is near history."
Over the years she has spent
see NARRATIVES, page 5

MORGAN RIEHtyiiuffp*.«i*nv*»r
Historian Donna Wyant Howe*, roads slave narrativoa.

Police seek five suspects for
alleged armed robbery, assault

MORGAN REHLMafpfaiUlinV*"
Qlsnda Roonsy, associate vies prssldsnt of unlvsrlsty relations, addresses members during the SOA meeting Tuesday night.

SGA discusses everyday concerns

An incident involving cutting his face and drawing
alleged
armed robbery, blood, the report stated.
strong armed robbery, aggraWhen the same victim told
vated assault, abduction and the suspect that the gun did
weapons violations occurred not look "real," the suspect
in a student residence at 275 "racked" the side loader and
Old South High St. at ejected a live round, which
approximately 10:40 p.m. landed in the lap of another
victim. The suspect then
last Thursday.
According to a Feb. 24 allegedly held the gun barrel
timely notification bulletin to the head of one of the vicissued by the department of tims, according to the report.
One perpetrator forcibly
public safety, at least five black
male suspects reportedly brought a victim to the main
entered the off-campus resi- level from the upper floor. The
dence rented by seven of the 10 subject carrying the knife
victims, who were participat- allegedly also brought a victim
ing in a social event. One sus- downstairs while holding the
pect, described as about 6 feet cutting edge of the knife
1
tall and wearing a ski mask, against tin victim's throat,
allegedly brandished what according to the report. Yet
subject
forcibly
jppe.ired to be a semi-auto- .mother
brought a victim to the main
m.ih. pistol
A second subject is floor from the basement, the
described as 5 fuet 5 inches tall report stated.
According to the report,
and wearing a sweatshirt and
a blue bandana over hi'. while the suspects were districted,
one victim fled the
mouth. A third subject is
described as about 5 feet 9 building and contacted the
Police
inches tall and wearing a Harrisonburg
hooded
sweatshirt.
No Department. Having realized
descriptions
were given that the victim had escaped,
regarding the fourth and fifth the suspects fled the scene
suspects, one of which was before the HPD's arrival
alleged to have a knife, accord- three minutes after the victim's call.
ing to the report
Any information regardThe first suspect allegedly
drew the handgun from a ing this incident can be given
white sock and demanded to the HPD at 434-2545,
or
money and drugs. When one publicsafety@jmu.edu
at
of the victims said there were anonymously
no drugs in the home, the sus- www.jmu.edu/publicsafety/Sile
pect allegedly struck the vic- ntWitness.shtm.l.
— compiled from staff reports
tim in the mouth with the gun.

Pocket-sized bus schedules, new e-mail service among main topics
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

staff writer

Changes affecting students
on a daily basis were covered at
Tuesday's Student Government
Association meeting.
Bus schedules on pocketsized "bus cards" are "on their
way," according to student
services committee chair Brian
Nido, a junior. The university
Is also introducing a new email system for next year.
However, laundry machine
FLEX access was rejected.

"We were two freshmen
that wanted FLEX access on
laundry machines," said freshman Nicole Aji, McGraw-Long
Hall Senator.
According to Dingledine
Hall Senator Roger Strother,
a freshman, the administration said there wasn't
enough money.
"The cost for getting FLEX
access, the actual card readers,
would be $200,000. There's
also the yearly $7,000 service
fee," he said.

Another reason the idea
was turned down was the fact
that students who were
Eoiled "did not want it that
adly," Aji said.
Speaking on behalf of the
administration, Aji said "from
the polls, there was not a strong
desire for the FLEX access."
According to Aji, 85 percent of students at Virginia
Tech still use coins for laundry despite having a system
similar to FLEX.
Concerning a new e-mail

server, Internet technology
affairs committee chair Matt
Taylor, a freshman, said the decision was made after Mulberry's
flaws were discussed.
"There are lots of issues with
(Mulberry)," Taylor said. "Ifs
slow, and it also doesn't encrypt
your password. That means lfs
easy for someone with computer knowledge to find |it) out and
look at your mail.
The new program will be
§e7sGA~pagT5

World traveler tells of
Peter the Great's Russia Future teachers look
for job opportunities

ABBY SULUVAN/iowrtewinj phaoimphtr
Charles Saunders, right, a personnel recruiter with Prinoe
George Co. Public Schools, talks to senior Brooke Glover.

al aspects of Russia. "The Russian folk
staff writer
tales are older than the Grimm's fairy
A lecture on Peter the Great's tales that we read as children,"
Russia was given by local business Conrad said. She discussed how
woman and world traveler Sandra many of the stories were originally
Conrad as part of the Brown Bag from Russia and that these oral stories
Lunch Series for the Lifelong were very important because there
Learning Institute Tuesday in the was such a high illiteracy rate.
In A.D. 988, Prince Vladimir of
Modular Building.
In August. Conrad said she spent Kiev introduced Christianity to
three weeks in Russia, focusing on Russia; it previously had been a pagan
the Golden Ring, a group of cities country. According to Conrad, there is
making a ring around the capital, a legend that says Vladimir could not
Moscow. In addition to speaking on decide which religion to follow, so he
the history of Russia and the reign of called for representatives from all reliPeter the Great, she showed slides of gions. "Although he favored the prinher trip and many items that she ciples of Islam the most, he knew that
purchased. Conrad handed out his people would never give up
maps and chronologies of Russia drinking vodka and thus decided to
and also made recommendations on follow Constantinople and the
sights to see in Russia and further Orthodox Church."
reading on the topic.
see RUSSIA, page 5
Conrad discussed different culturBY COLLEEN SCHORN

HI IF lOVF-MAN/i/qffphimnrapher
World traveler Sandra Conrad discusses Russia during the time of Peter the Qreat during a Brown Bag
Lunch Series Tuesday In the Modular Building.

BY RENEE KART

staff writer
Representatives from 85
public and private school districts, mainly from the East
Coast, gathered in the
College Center Ballroom
Monday to recruit the teachers of the future.
Event organizer Tracy
Hakala, from the Academic
Advising
and
Career
Development office, said,
"Teacher Recruitment Day is
an educational career fair
where we are giving an opportunity for candidates to meet
and interview with various
school systems."

Senior Katie Lucas said,
"Recruitment Day is the easiest way for students to get
access to Virginia and
Maryland school districts. I
was surprised to see schools
from Georgia and Washington
state represented, but that just
opens the door wider."
In the first session, from
930 to 11 a.m., students
asked questions, collected
business cards, handed out
resumes, set up interviews
and learned more about
career opportunities.
During the second session,
see RECRUITING, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27
• Academic Advising and * area Development .md the
i oUege oi Butinesa w ill tponsor an internahm f.iir from 9 a.m.
to 4:50 p.m. in the College Center B.illt\H>m For moiv information visit
• Alternative Spring Break to the Dominican Republk partld(MIIK v, ill hold .) »arietV show (it 7 p.m. in the PC Ballroom. A
trance he will go to tuppotl the Kroup to work with
orphanages in the Dominican Republic. For more Information
i .ill Mix Wang at xH-6636.

• Jeremiah Prophet will perform at 9 p.m. at the Artful
Dodger in Court Square. For more information i all Chris
Clark at 432-1179.

Children and violence lorum

• The JMU Women's Club is accepting applications until
today for the $1,000 Fdith Carrier S hnlarshio to be awarded
to a full-time student who is the child of a full-time JMU
employee. For more information and an application visit
\mu.edu/org$/womenxlub.

Alcohol 101

Working with entitlement issues

Beware ol Spring Break
Special Olympics basketball
tournament

SATURDAY, MARCH 1

• I he ( ity of Harrisonburg's Comprehensive Advisory
( ommittee will hold a nurting at 7 p.m. at Keister
Elementary School to gain input from dtixem as the plan is
developed, lor HUM. informationOlD the Harrisonburg
Community Development Office at 432-77(H) or visit
i fmrrboHbun

JMU Joe Info

• Alpha Phi Omega and Delta Sigma Pi will host the second
annual Dance-A-tnon from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the PC
B.illroom. All proceeds will be donated to the American
Cancer Society. The entry fee is $5per person or $7 per couple. For more information e-mail Ellen at robertjc.
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28
• AU URb'C job applu atkms lor May, summer and tall
t-mployment are due b\ 5 p.m. to the UREC Welcome Center.

OPINION
House editorial: SUV use can
pul environment and people in
danger
Darts and pats
Reality TV matched up to
current reality

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

Campus spotlight: What is
your favorite line Irom an '80s
movie backwards?

POLICE LOG
BLBAKM >
polit r log reporter
BY SHARON

-semi

David M. Gombos. 19, of
and Thomas A. Harper 1L^
Purcellville, were t " arrested and
charged with videcp! olographkna no*iconsenling person:, n a stale
lor an incident Dec 1(ipp02, inJHillside
Hall. David R. Weec >n. 1*1. o( (Oig
George, also was | etlad and charged
lor video/photograi mrj nbn-consentii
persons in a state
una/ess lor lh«
same incident wiifi itdilidnal charges
lor assault and battery.. , »

And 10 15 am. The right Ironl venl window was snaitered. and two amps and
two targe speakers were removed along
C *Uyil"n9 aocessones. A digital camera
•.backpack and other misAwere taken as well

Dorms as residue halls

LEISURE

Today
Snow

Comics

High 34 Low 28

Pettf larceny
Juslin Canacho 10
arrested ann cha/gr
a.m. ,i
Center in connectio'
Jan. 19

Df Yorktown, was
with petty larceny
the Convocation
with an incident Irom

irty Damage
U student reported scratches on the
•ont lender of a vehicle in C-8 lot
between Feb. trwd Feb. 22

In other matters, campus pqfice report
the following:

WEATHER

High
Friday

40

Snow

Low

FOCUS

27

Saturday

Cloudy

36

35

Sunday

Cloudy

46

33

Monday

Showers

40

30

STYLE

A> H doee on WMaUK. Uu> X. 2003
OOW JONES

The Breeze

«.
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G1 Anthony-Seeger Hal
section phone numbers
Style xR-3151
MSC 6805 ^^
News «8-6699
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
«8-804l
Phone: [540) 568*127
Fan: (540) 568*736 Opoon/Focus xS-3846
E-Mail address: Ihe_ breezeQfmu.edu
Sports x8-e709
PhotrVGraphcs *M749
Breeze Net: http/At/ww.thetxeeze org
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Business/Technology
Coordinator
Susan Snifflett
.'MdWhartBI
Donna Dunn

HometOeVn Music
GUIUKS,

Axi-s,

DUIMS,

PA

SMI

13

Pippin' review

13

"An Evening with Groucho"

14

All things literary

14

■

25.23 f
dose: 2.181.58

SPORTS

25.31 f
close: 1.303.67

Assistant Ads
Manager
Lauren Kkteiski
Advertrslng
Executives
Mark Cole
Sieve Dohefly
Ryan Fagan
Brandon Pagetow
Sara Rogers
Neil Sens

'Polaroid Slories' review

Madison Project National A Capella
Contest preview
13

MARKET WATCH

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Bntze is putnished Monday and Thursday momeiga and diBnouted
oVooghout Jama* Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jeanine Gajewski. editor.
Mailing address:
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The power ol touch

A-JFJU stall mdrriber reported an
Grand Larceny
. unknown SuOJbJktut oil the gas cap ol a
A JMU student reported an unknown peXc
vefllele In R-5 kit and siphoned an
son entered a suile in Snorts Hall and
unknown amount ol gas Feb. 23 between
removed an X-Box with accessories Feb.t k 6 and 9:50 Dm
21 between 3 and 11 a.m.
j ~.(.
LvMurnber «1 (trunk in public charges since
:
A JMU student reported a vc
•■ in R 4
Aftg 26: 88
lot was broken into Feb 23 DerweeTr^^^^f .

INFORMATION

9

Crossword and horoscope

Designer Lead
Carly Medoscfi
AdvertMng
Deskjners:
LeahMcCornbe
Beverly Kitchens
i m atI IMBRM
Knsty NKOkch
Jennifer Vale

CLASSIFIEDS
How lo place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m
Cost: $3.00 lor the first 10 words. $2 lor each
additional 10 words: boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday lor Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Lacrosse preview

15

Rugby feature Jen Starkey

15

Women's basketball

15

On the serious lip

15

CORRECTION
Residence Hall Association president
Krissy Schnebel. a sophomore, said,
"There are some really great leaders out
Ihere bul I'm worried .., Ihal some ol
them will give up and not do programs'
This information was attributed incorrectly in the Feb. 24 issue ol The Breeze.

Cone tee our new expanded
showrooms with more stuff!

Mottr. - wvw.hemelnrnmuiic.net

Ntw tUerrie guitar models in stock from

DIM

ami Ibarnez

New larfrrovie1 ladtlae,
trem from leaner plat
new fixes' btleie mitlt.
Dean Icon, Avalanche,
EV0 mi V law hi frock.

m LINE UP:
Thurs

eve Azar, cover otSarge
\w/?bot
benefits St. JuJee Hospital
Friday ■ Pin Monkey, cover charge

New acourrie models loo!
Stem Heart:
i Men, Toe, Thar, Frl;

benefits St

i o-s to

~_ Saturday^ktector

Clesa4 Weeeiieaf
434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

1950-A DEYEHJ AVE. HAKMSONBIJRC

60MF0P-T AND INS>?IPATI0N 7A-1-1V?
ON THE W6& AT VW\M.S?tmUALITY.£0M
T0PI6S TO eXPLO^e:
Spirituality. Wellneftft. Self/Identity F*lationfthipft,
6areer/Wort:place. Financial Security, Current Cvent*
VISIT 6HAT PO0MS
l^egiater for inspiration delivered to four e-mail address
ITS FOP. YOU !!!

Think you may be

AsianAt^iis

CHECK US

Oirr ONIINE Alstompubcom

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
801-8070
Next to Sprint

•

Specials
Full Set
Fill In
Manicure

$20
$13
$10

Pedicure

$18

•with Whirlpool Spa

Eyebrow Wax
$8
French Manicure
$5
American Manicure...$5

•With Parafin Wax

Hours: Mon-Wed loam-8pm
Thurs-Sat o,am-8pm

Walk Ins Welcome
Gift Certificates available
We accept all local checlo, & all major credit cards

Wc Specialize in:

Dine-In or
Carry-Out
Cocktails
Catering

-<

.1 lU» «

.

•Szediaun
•Mandarin Cuisine

pregnant?

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.

HARRISONBURG
<

lP\LQnancu

Csntzx

Lunch: Mon - Fri. $5.25, Sat & Sun. $6.25
Dinner Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

OPEN

i« m

Sunday-Thursday

f Main Si

I 1:00 a.m.- 10 p.m.

FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528

Friday & Saturday
I 1:00a.m- 11 p.m.

"a

11—

meant, «M—■

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

1790. #120 E. Market St. • Harrisonburg. VA 22801 • (Ncxl 10 Kroger)
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"Counseling is so important. It helps [children)
understand their thoughts.

■ Alcohol 101

NEWS
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Panelists speak lo students on
the dangers of alcohol abuse at
a program sponsored by the
University Health Center.
■••HP 4

JENNY MATHEWS

junior

Student seek ways
to earn due credit
for hard work
BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN

contributing writer

AVIV PATKRSC)NA/dtf ptk-U>n'<il<hf

Student* leant about domestic violence Tuesday at an open fonim sponsored by Psychology 450 and the Women's Resource Center.

Domestic disturbances
Child abuse, violence presented to students
BY TONI DUNCAN

contributing writer
In an effort to educate students about the impact of
domestic violence on children,
the Women's Resource Center
and the Psychology 450 class,
psychology of child abuse and
neglect, co-sponsored a forum
Tuesday.
The talk was led by junior
Jenny Mathews who chose this
topic in part to fulfill her .Its-.
requirements and because she
found "II intervstlng how widespread domestic \ iolence is and
its impact on children. I think it
is good to have some insight
and be more aware of children
and their feelings," she said
'There are over three million
children at risk of exposure to
domestic violence every year,"
Mathews said. Many of these
children suffer from physical,
emotional or sexual abuse themselves, according to Mathews.
Opening with the question
"What is domestit violence?"
Mathews explained that it is
physical, sexual or psychokigical abuse. Children are exposed
to violence by watching or hearing abuse, intervening attempts
by calling 911 and seeing the
aftermath like bruises on a parent, according to Mathews.

Students watched a video
that documented children's
battles with domestic vioi.
It is easy to forget how domestic violence affects kids," junior
Emily Aufill said. "The movie
really portrayed how the kids
felt very well. You don't hear
their side that often."
The
video,
"Domestic
Violence
and
Children,
showed that children suffer
long-term problems from
observing domestic abuse. After
witnessing domestic violence,
children endure post-traumatk
syndrome similar to that of a
person who went to war.
according to ABC UkJwrinaJI
Hugh Downs in "Domestic
Violence
and
Children."
"(These] kids experience tenor
and flashbacks," he said.
Kristin Hartley, graduate
assistant lo the Women's
Resource ( enter, said. "The
personal experiences made
this issue more of a reality.
Kids are impacted a lot more
then people realize.
After the video, the discus
ston turned to the effects of
domestic violence on the children. "It makes the kids gn>w
up faster," sophomore ( sndace
Turitto said. "Thev lose their
childrux>d because thev have to

-6 6
They lose their childliood
because they have to deal
with stuff that is so
serious and traumatic.
— Candace 'Uiritto
sophomore

59
deal with stuff that is so serious
and traumatic "
Other effects discussed
include traumatic stress, academic problems and social ineptness.
Ihe-e children* especially
boys, often become more
aggressive
while
feeling
depressed and anxious inside,
according to Mathews. Upon
exposure to domestic violence,
VOUng children often have difficulty sleeping, they may
whine, wet the bed and go
through self-blame, according
to Mathews.
I're-adolescents tend to
become rebellious, irritable and
often withdraw from their
peers. According to Mathews,
as the children get older, ado
lescents risk academic failure
which may lead to dropping
out of school, entering abusive

Panelists speak on alcohol dangers
BY SARA CHRISTOPH

contributing writer
The dangerous threat of alcohol poisoning and the reality of
its fatal consequences became
clear to many JMU students
Tuesday night in GraftonStovall Theatre.
In an effort to educate students about this lethal trend
sweeping college campuses, the
University Health Center sponsored a panel of five specialists
to present "Alcohol 101: Truth
and Consequences "
Consequences of alcohol poisoning go beyond the information found in high school health
textbooks. "There are dangers
out there, and everyone is aware
of the dangers, but you never
believe that the bulk-t is going to
hit you," said Dan Keardon. a
guest speaker at the event.

Keardon said his son died of
alcohol poisoning a little more
than a year A&I: and he slured
his personal experiences with
students in the audience. "I am
living every parent's nightmare," Keardon said. "1 would
not want any of your paatits to
have to go through what I have
Keardon and the Other four
speakers focused on relaying to
students how asm it is to prevent such a tragedy. The idea
was not to stop drinking altogether, but to be aware of one's
own personal boundary and
stay within that limit. It is so
vital that you begin thinking
about your rules of engagement
and where the edge is,"
Keardon said. "You have to
make prudent and wise deci
sions; be aware of your tolerance and then back off."

Daniel Blve, a representative
from the Virginia Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control,
described the Harrisonburg
area as a "target-ruli environment" that is "inundated with
drunken underage college students." As the special Igsnl
responsible for the area, he
placed much effort into educating the community about the
risks ot these behaviors.
"We know we are not going
to change the world, but we can
chip away as best [as] we can,
and it we change one person's
view and provoke a little bit of
thought, than we have done our
job for that time,' Blve said
There are many on-campus
organizations that educate students about the risks of alcohol
/<K/\A/\(.
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Panelists speak to students on the dangers of Intoxication at the Alcohol 101 forum Tuesday.

Psychology professor Jane
Halonen led a discussion forum,
as part of an alliance between
the College of Business and the
College of Integrated Science
and Technology, to discuss
teaching methods and Issues.
Entitled "I worked hard on
this paper, don't I deserve an A?
Issues of Student Entitlement,"
the 11 professors talked for
roughly an hour and a half
about student behavior and attitudes in terms of testing and
class routines.
The notion of entitlement,
according to Halonen and other
faculty members m the discussion group, involves requests
made by students claiming they
were entitled to a certain grade
in the L lass or on a test.
According to Halonen,
there is a cohort of individuals
who do not realize that performance and achievement are
strongly correlated.
Assistant psychology professor Kevin Apple gave other
opinions on the issues of entitlement. "It's really a matter of
classification of entitlement in
which students fit into," Apple
said. There are those students
who know they don't deserve a
certain grade but want it anyway, according to Apple.
However, the larger group of
students fit into the category in
which they have a problem with
self assessment, he said
Another topic of discussion
was student reactions to exams.
According to Halonen, it isn't
abnormal after a test to hear
students claim that the test did-

-66In many cases the
student... realizes that
in fact they did not
know the material.
— William Christian
assistant professor of CIS

99
n't really assess their knowledge on the topic or numerous
other excuses lor not doing
well on the exam.
William C hristian, assistant
professor of computer information systems and operations
management, addressed many
of these concerns made by students through his teaching
methods. "I go through the test
with a student, looking at the
problems missed and asking
them to go through it. In many
cases the student does not generate the correct answer and
realizes that in fact they did not
know the material "
Another idea for dealing
with students and exams was a
test challenge torm, proposed
by assistant professor of psychology Sherry Serdikoff.
Serdikoff said that she gives her
students the opportunity to
argue a particular test question
in their favor
The student must go
through a procedure of finding
the correct answer, explaining
their logic for the answer they
chose and an explanation of

relationships and substance
abuse. "There1 is a lot of substance abuse," she said. "It is
one of the major risks."
The last part of the forum was
dedicated to deciding what people can do to help these children.
Mathews said she recommends allowing the children to
express themselves through
drawing, talking and being a
stable, safe person for that child
to go to and recommending
see ENTITLEMENT, page 4
these children to counselors.
"Counseling is so important." she said. "It helps them
understand their thoughts."
I'uritto added, "1 think peopie can take a preventative
measure. In a relationship, arguing happens, but if you and
your spouse agree to handle it
another room, with no screaming, it can help protect the kids."
According to Hartley, "I
liked the intimate gathering and
that people shared personal stones. It is important to reflect on
these issues and talk about it
with other people."
The Women's Resource
Center sponsors events throughout the year that deal with
(KRIS I AH/ftAJvnior phvoxnifrhfr
women issues, according to its
Web site, www.jmu.edu/ivomcn
Nursing instructor Janice Preston (right) llstends to Janice
^resource. A list of such forums Halonen speak at the discussion "I worked hard, don't I deserve
can be found at the site
an 'A'?: Strategies for working with entitlement Issues" Tuesday.
D
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Send Instant Message
T»: |JMUJ«.k»fo
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For queries, IM "JMUJoelnfo*
BY KYRA PA HA I I I

assistant news editor
With the widespread use
of America Online Instant
Messenger,
Universth
Information has jumped on
the information superhighway bandwagon by creating
its own screen name.
According to University
Information ambassador
Lauren Stilwell, University
Information began providing the JMU community
with the screen name
"JMUJoelnfo" as a resource
for information regarding
JMU, beginning at the start
>t this semester
She said, "We just want
tudanai to know that we are
»ere as a convenient way to
gain access to Iforvarelh
Information."
Senior Michelle Herring.
who works in the University
Information office, said that
when JMU was closed last
Monday and Tuesday due
to snow, the screen name
responded to almost 1,000
questions from students,
faculty, staff and visitors.

Peter Swerdzewski ('02),
a graduate assistant in

charge

of

University

Information in the Sonner
Hall Welcome Center, said
the idea was suggested a
few years ago.
Stilwell, a sophomore,
said when it was suggested
again,
the
University
Information staff decided to
try it out, posting flyers and
spreading awareness by
word of mouth.
During the now days last
week, Stilwell said the she
and the other ambassadors
split up the schedule and
used the "JMUJoelnfo"
screen name from their apartments and residence halls
Stilwell said, "Students
have to be patient because
this is a new service that we
are offering and sometimes
we can't answer the I Ms
immediately."
According to Stilwell,
tjuestions addressed to the
screen name are fielded by
student employees in the
I'niwrsity Information office.
Students are finding

the resource convenient
and helpful.
Junior Amanda Stelancin
said, "They are just very
nice and helpful. Today, for
example, I asked if they
knew anything about Young
Children's Program closing.
They didn't, but they called
the program director to Bftd
out for me."
Stefancin added, "During
the big snow (storm), I went
on the JMU Web site, and it
said something about them
starting (the screen name| and
I thought it was pretty cool."
Senior Chris McKinney
said, "I was stuck at home
and wondering about school
(openings) and saw that
there was a screen name
available I like it because
you can actually talk to
somctmc first hand instead
of constantly look for
updates on the Web site.'
"JMUJoelnfo" is available Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.in to 8
p.m., Friday from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Saturday from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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DRINKING: Panel informs students
DUNKINC from pegs 3
pokonlng According to Scon
( nicrslnm-. ,1 licuti n.int with
the JMU department of public
safety, "the common social perception li that Tm In college

.ind twybudy etae daw it so I
haw lo do it to keep up.'"

CovaMUM nld he betieva
th.it this type- ot mentality leads
to those serious, and oven tatal.
consequences. He said tli.it
education is the host preventive
measure.
According
to
( overstone. 'It I eduotfi von.
and you make good JCCIMOIIV
you will never MI- me"
Josh Bacim, assistant director
ot judicial affair, and also one of
the panelists. dJKUfMd what
could happen if a student
ignon*. these' pn'ventivc me.is
ures and is taught under the
influence According to Bacon,
accused vtudenni em given a i.ur
trial, and if found guilty thev
will receive a strike. Bacon
pointed out that throe stnkes
equal suspension tor at least a

semester I von if you <\rv over
21 you ..in still ho prosecuted
for being on campus and drunk
in public, having an open amtainer or driving under the
Influence, Bacon said.
It there is a possibility that a
person is experiencing alcohol

Workinq together as a team

-66/ know I will think
twice before I drink
too much or let my
friends do the same.

poisoning, emergent) Krvices
should be contacted immediatelv "In the scheme ot things,
it should be a no-brainer.
Bacon said, "If it's a strike or
wool lite, a strike means nothing. I can't tell you how important that call 10911 is."
According to Ann Simmons,
coordinator ot the University
I lealth Center, the goal was to
help Students nalize the depth
of the issue and to show what
resources snl available on campus and in the community for
students to ivceive support and
further education " Wc am honing in on being responsible tor
\oursolf and your friends,"
Simmons said. "Hopefully.
\ on II think a little bit more the

i -'a
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freshman

55
next time you go out "
Preshman Harrison Green
said, "I know I will think twice
before I drink too much or let
my friends do the same."
Reardon's personal stories
gave Itildenta the opportunity
to see the dramatic impact that
one bad choice can make on the
lives of friends and family. "You
can't believe what happens to a
parent when they have to crawl
up on a gurney to sav goodbye," Reardon said.
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— Harrison Green
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Members of the Area 4 Special Olympics team participate In a basketball tournament Sunday In Charlottesvllle. Msny JMU students volunteered at the event.
According to the Special Olympics Web site, the Special Olympics Is s grassroots
volunteer-run program. For more Infomatlon on the Special Olympics, visit Its Web
site at www.tp9clal0lymplcs.org or e-mail CEO of Special Olympics Vlrglnls Rick
Jeffrey at rleffreyespecialolymplctva.org.

ENTITLEMENT:

Know what's going on
before everyone else.

Correlation of
achievement
and hard work
discussed
EXTITUiMENT.from page 3

I I I It KIV1.MAN .;;l'r'".'"k''.','•'"'

Lieutenant Scott Coverstone of the JMU department ot public safety speaks on the Alcohol
101: Truth and Consequences panel Tuesday In Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
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Write for
The Breeze.

how the question could be
reworded to make it better. "I
really liked the idea of a formal
opportunity to challenge an
answer on an objective test, and
I will consider implementing it
in the future," Halonen said.
Halonen said the forum was
a success and will be continued
in the future.
"As the convener of the discussion, I was pleased and I
thought the discussion was very
productive. We want to be able
to offer small gatherings when'
faculty can talk freely about
strategies and concerns and that
was accomplished."

Call X8-6127
for more info.

* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL *
433-7272 l|*™J|raft]
433-7272
He 11 cr Ingredient*
LARGE ONE TOPPING
AND
BREADSTICKS

ONLY $10.99
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $6.99 ALL DAY!
1:30 am Mon-Thurs
3:30 am Fri & Sat
U|
12:30 am Sun
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03

LARGE 6NE"TOPPING
$8.50 W/ COUPON
The world'* mo»t compact full featured notebook.
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GRJAI FOOD
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In need of Graduation catering?
Look no further!
Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9
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RUSSIA: Speaker
brings history to JMU
KVSSU.frompagt i
I'lUi I. the Gnat, reigned
from 1682 to 1725 He M I
third c/ar in t|(L' Romanov
dynasty and is described ,is
betas tin- most enlightened of
the Kussi.m leaders. "For the
first time in Russian history, the
country turned its hoe to thtWest," Conrad nU Peter the
Great impacted Russia sogreatly that il wasn'1 until the
Bolsheviks tli.it Russia changed
again so d-amatically."
NotonK did Peterthe (.real
extend Russian domination to
the Caspian SM. hul he also
facuesd on the Importance oi
having a strong navv to challenge other powers
He
required every wea, including
monasteries, to contribute men
to ensure that the nnv fleet
could be built and maintained
"The navy had prominence
throughout Russfan history
because ot IVter the t.reat,"

Conrad essd
Peter the Gnafi introduc-

tion 01 Western ideas can he

nan In art and architecture In
Russia, including in religious
ICOM and paintings, t oniad
said Pater the Great also
forced boyara, middle daw
Ruaatan dttaens, to shave their
beaida and wear 1 uropean
ttyte clothing. Despite his contributions to Russia, at the
time main s.m him M ignoring the hMorv ot his nation

George

Hartman,

who

attended the lecture with his
wiir, had visited Moscow in
1978 when Russia was still
underCommunist rule it teas
interesting to see the differein e
between then and now,
Hartman said. "Manv of her
(Conrad si etories about the
Russian attitude reminded mo
of my visit."
While visiting various
towns .mnind Moscow,Conrad
said sin- learned that all Impor
tant areas in Russia have statues ot Russian earlv 20th-century dictator Vladimir l,enin.

his arm extended to point the
way
for
his
followers.
However, each statue is facing
a different way and thus points
in a different direction.
"So the call to Russians to
follow him would just make
them more confused and lead
them in different directions,
I lid Susannah Bill, who attended the event. "No wonder they
were so disorganized."
According to the institute Web page, www.jmu.edu/socti\>rk/l 11, the institute allows for
adults over 50 years of age to
attend college credit courses
regardless of past education,
while the Brown Bag Lunch
Qertel allows .idults to participate in interesting courses while
eating lunch.
The lecture was held
Tuesday from 11:30 am to
12:45 p.m. For more information on the Lifelong I earning
Institute, visit uniiv.jmu.edu/socwork/LU or contact Rosemarie
Palmer at x8-2911
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SGA: Improve Health Center
SGA, from page I
Web-based rather than a computer program application,
according to Taylor It also will
have a built-in calendar.
Another change discussed
at the meeting was "bus cards,"
which will be implemented in
the near future.
"They're to be handed out
randomly to 5,000 students It |
going to be a simpling, just to
SM how successful it is with the
students," Nido said. The bus
card will include all the current
bus schedule information.
At-Large Senator Terry
Houser, a freshman, spoke
about an investigation into the
University Health Center.
"We've decided the Health
Center is not that accessible to
students," Houser said. "We are
trying to add three more hours
to the times they're open, especially during flu season."
Other concerns raised at the
meeting included Health
Center practices.
"There are claims ot misdiagnosis, and students are not
satisfied with the commonly
given Tylenol and salt-water'
n'medy," Houser said. "We are

66-

There are claims of
misdiagnosis, and
students are not
satisfied with
commonly given
'Tylenol and saltwater'remedy.
— Terry Houser
freshman MMM

59
trying to get them to lower flu
shot prices, which were
increased lately," he said.
Some misinformation also
was i leafed up at the meeting.
Translation minors will now be
able to complete their degrees,
the legislative action committee
said in its report. The committee has several goals relating to
this issue, primarily to keep the
department at JMU.
SGA also voted to give the a
capella group Fxit 245 its

requested funding of S3.755.71.
The group claimed its recording equipment would be damaged without new cases. This
allocated money now allows
them to continue archiving
each show as a CDin the musi,
library. Maintaining the availability of these CDs to the students was a major reason for
the amendment's passing
"By getting this avording
equipment, we're helping them
spread their mission statement
further," Creek Row Senator
Diane Wet/el, a sophomore.
said. "We'll be spreading the
music for free by having them
available in the music library."
Finance committee chair
Mike Goodman, a junior,
disagreed. "[The allocated
money) Will benefit them, yet
it's not necessary to their mission. I don't think they need to
archive every show in the
music library," he said. "It
doesn't justify allocation/'
SGA will debate allocation
of monev to the Madison
Marketing Association and
Sigma lota Alpha at its next
meeting, Tuesday at 5 p.m. in
Taylor 202

RECRUITING: Golden opportunities NARRATIVES: Light
RKCKiniSG, from sage /
from II a.m. to 5 p.m , students interviewed with potential employers I vpical interview questions were about
classroom skills and planned
curriculum, according to
Jamie Boyer ('02).
Senior U>ri Daly said, "The
Northern Virginia schools
were so packed that there
weren't enough representatives to do interviews tor
everyone who wanted them
She asid once she stood in
line to sign Up tor interviews
with various school districts, all
the interview slots were filled
Daly said, "It was just disappointing that I didn't get
to interview. A lot of people
have already gotten ... intent
to hires from many counties
(in Virginia)."
Senior Michael Jaycox
said, "We have a great
opportunity to interview
with counties we are inter-

ested to teach In. it was ben*
eficial because I changed my
nund about school! that I
didn't come to pursue ,itter
learning about them through
the fair."
M in) students used their
teaching specialities and
Other factors to their advantage when seeking teaching
jobs at the fair.
Senior Matheiu Campet
said, "A lot of schools wanted
me to apply because ot the
lack ot male role models m
early childhood education I
want to get (children) while
they are young and hopefully
inspire some of them to
become test here "
According to Mary Alice
Wlggi ot the I .in lax County
school district. "PlOKSSionalism, energy and preparation are what most recruiters
look for. There has been a
good response We are VSTV
pleased with the caliber ot

shed on dark history

the applicants
Overall, students at the
fair said they had a positive
experience.
Junior Alvssa Weltman
said, "It was great to be able to
have so many interviews in
one sitting. The atmosphere
was relaxed, and I was able to
talk with so many schools
about jobs in one day that
would have normally taken
me three weeks Incomplete."
Dal) said, "There were so
many Schools there so that no
matter what area you were
looking in, you could find a
school from that area to
interview with."
According to Hakala, the
annual fair has helped
approximately 300 students
each year for the past 13 years
to find jobs in teaching.
Office
specialist
for

ABBY Sl'liJVAN/.-iwrnhtfwi, ptu^ngruphfr
Christine Ludwlg, left, and
Dwlght McAllister talk during
Teacher Recruitment Day.
beyond teaching into school
counselors,
psychologists
and librarians. We hope that
Academic Advising and we are giving students
Career Development Norma enough opportunities for
I tan is said, "The fair extends them to explore."

SARRATIVES.from page 1
researching and speaking about
slavery in America. Howell ssid
that she discovered widespread
interest among Americans.
Howell explained that the
slave narratives play a critical
role in the way we understand
slavery. Having these resource
helps Americans illuminate a
part of our past that may have
otherwise been lost. "It shines a
light on a dark part of American
history" Howell Said "Who
better than the slaves themselves to bring it to light'"
According to the book series'
Web site, wuit'.iitHMtlave.com,
Howell is a graduate of
Howard University. It stated
she works for PBS as a consultant and voice-over narrator, writes a syndicated newspaper column that appears in
over 200 newspapers nation
wide and speaks to students

from junior high through college on American history
The site stated that Howell
has been researching slave
narratives for the past 14
wars and is the only scholar
who works exclusively with
these narratives.
Students said they appreciated the chance to learn about
a part of American history that
they did not know much
about. Senior Katie Sciarini
said she w.is glad she had a
chance to hear "things I hadn't
heard before," adding that
Howell mentioned "a lot of
facts I didn't know."
lunior Gabby
Revilla
agreed, saying that Howell
"said a lot of things I don't
think people think about."
Graduate student Jessica
Mannosaid, "1 was realh glad I
came I thought she was very
interesting and educational."
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will be giving away $50 to 2 individuals
wearing any t-shirt with our logo during open hours!
(open hours 11pm - 2am)
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$5 Donation to Charity
The event's proceeds will benefit

JAMES UCHONE
antique

ST. JUDE'S CHILDRENS HOSPITAL

jcwtlry
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$

7.°° each
(No Limit)

For

Students

433-2300
31 Miller Cr.
JMU/EMU/S. (Main St.

433-3111
22 Terri Dr.
CISAT/Port Rd

Not vale w/any other offer

8 Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke
(-)Medium Two Topping Pizza
OLarge One Topping Pizza
(- X-Large Cheese Pizza
©Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix
©10 pc. wings & Breadsticks
(Additional ToooinQS onlv Sf)
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Iii Need of Housing?

SfUVMQ THfSHIMANOOAH VAlltr fOK 20 YfAKS

From One to One Thousand!

All Services In-House
- Embroidery
-Athletic Design
-Screen Printing
Digitizing Available
-Graphic Design
Rush Orders We/come

Clubs
- Teams
■ Schools

-Businesses
-Fraternities
■ Sororities
-Fundraisers

- Corporate
- Reunions

■ Mouse Pads
Vehicle Magnets

COI DWELL
BANKIR
C OMMI.KC IM

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

We offer the largest selection
of off campus housing i<> meet
your specific needs.

- Banners
- Photo Tees

Summen ia too ahont..don t apcna u i/uiaei
Work outdoors...
At Historic Lake Accotink Park

2,3,4 & 5 Bedrooms Situated in a highly desirable
and convenient location.

L-otaJ-ed in 4prinaiielJ,

Need a Sunday Morning BreakP
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in

1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms Unique floor plan complete
with two separate living rooms.

Mountain View
4 Bedrooms Enormous 4 bedroom. 4 bath
units are fully furnished.

4 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths, a full
kitchen, washer/dryer and two
living areas.

13 Bedrooms [Features three full floors of
I spacious living space. Includes
13.5 baths and 2 living rooms.

1.2 & 4 Bedrooms Unique opportunity to live in
historic home. Located across
from JMU Quad.

realizing your own spititual path.
For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger mrfurn@msn.com

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST S MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.org

Phone: H67-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

GREEK
H

IfC and Panhellenic would like to congratulate all the chapters who
were recognized in the Fraternity/Sorority Life Excellence Awards
February II. 2003. Chapters were recognized in the following areas:
Community Service, Scholarship, Chapter Development, Housing,

J&k

2 & 3 Bedrooms^
Each unit features its own
fireplace and private deck. Also
includes pool and tennis courts.

Madison Gardens
3 Bedrooms Each unit has 2 baths and is
fully furnished. Unique floor
plan & deck for each bedroom.

Risk Management, New Member Education, and External Relations.

A special Congrats to the following:
Individual Awards
Fraternity Man of the Year - Scott Ewert. AKL
Sorority Woman of the Year - Sarah Gundlach, AJ.A
Outstanding Advisor to a Sorority - Paula Polglase, ZK
Outstanding Advisor to a Fraternity - Kevin Pitchford, AX
Outstanding Senior Member in a Sorority - Laura McRoberts, AL

3 Bedrooms -

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space,
fenced backyard and washer/
dryer.

Each unit is furnished and has
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

1,283 Bedrooms
Convenient location to JMU on
South Main Street. Some
utilities included.

3 Bedrooms Furnished townhouses with 2.5
baths. Three floors with full
kitchen and washer/dryer.

Outstanding Senior Member in a Fraternity - Joshua Buchanan,
AKL
Outstanding New Member in a Sorority - Ashley Polo, ZZE
Outstanding New Member in a Fraternity -John Kingman, KA
Outstanding Volunteer in a Sorority - Patty Huber, ZK
Outstanding Volunteer in a Fraternity - Kevin Frye, 0X
Living the Ritual - Sorority - Caitlin Price, ZK
Living the Ritual - Fraternity - Michael Cronlund. AX

Overall Chapter Excellence Award
Fraternity AKL
Sorority ZTA
Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Caitlin Price and Cameron
Bailey on their recent engagements!
Zeta Tau Alpha The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha are also preparing for

University Place

their "Don't Be a Fool" campaign in which shower cards and other
informational handouts to increase breast cancer awareness are

3 « 4 Bedrooms Each unit is furnished and
features a deck, storage room,
full kitchen and washer/dryer.

distributed throughout JMU's campus. Planning for Zeta Tau Alpha's
main philanthropic fundraiser, a Breast Cancer Awareness week in
which proceeds go to the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Fund, held
in the fall, has already begun.

COl DWELL
BANKIK
COMMF.KCIAI.

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

4 Bedrooms Three floors of living space with
a fully equipped kitchen and
washer/dryer.

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com
(540)434-5150
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Sometimes, when parking spots are less
strictly defined, the SUVs even take up
more than one spot.

PINION
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It is the pinacle of grim where a newlychristened man or woman is free to marinate in his or her own festering scum.
DEAN CAMP

freshman
see column, page 8

see house editorial, below

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

SUV use can put environment and people in danger
A wti'k after the snow storm
■that seemed to stop almost
everyone in their tracks, recall
i who was able to cart everyone
| else around — the sport utility
J vehicle owners. All the warnings and complaints from envi, ronmental groups and safety
officials suddenly seemed null
i finally there was a reason to
have an automobile equipped
for such terrain.
But is one major snow storm
| enough to warrant the use of
| vehicles that guzzle obscene
amounts of gas, pollute the
environment and according to a
Feb. 26 article on CNN.com, are
not safe to drive'
According to the article,
"Regulators, auto makers and
consumer groups were scheduled to testify at a Senate
Commerce Committee hearing
on rollover risks, seat belt use
and other safety concerns associated with one of the most popular vehicles c\ IT
fefircy Runge, emergency
room physician and the nation's
top auto safety regulator, will be
a witness to his concerns including risks for driver and passenger as well as the threat posed to
smaller cars by bigger and
stronger SUVs, according to the
article

With oil prices on the rise,
there is already reason to lend
an ear to those people suggesting a reduction in SUV use or
purchase. But now, when the
safety of not only those who
drive SUVs but also those in
nearby cars is in danger, it is
time to seriously consider alternatives to that form of transportation.
Even on campus, we can see
how many drivers choose to
ride in the large vehicles. It's
hard to find a parking lot without several SUVS present.
Sometimes, when parking spots
are less strictly defined, the
SUVs even take up more than
one spot.
Most of us can agree there is
a certain comfort and luxury
associated with SUVs and they
usually provide an easier ride.
The straight facts are, however.

"SUVs inflict more harmo on
occupants than other cars do,"
according to Brian O'Neill, president of an insurance industry
group that will release new statistics on SUV safety at the hearing,
Although it's certain that
most consumers will continue
to follow their interests in auto-.*
mobile choices, it is worthwhile
to consider the faults of a car
that uses fuel innefficientlvand
presents potential safety hazards to its drivers and those in'
and the care around it.

■ Breeze Reader's View

Reality TV matched
up to current reality

Darts

MenPrice

Darts St Pals are submitted anonwmoustx
and printedim a \/*J< c u\ inhibit basts.
Submissions are based upon one person's
optRiO* "fa tf'Wn situation, person or e\eni
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats
E-mail <larts and pals to hrcc/edpW hex mail, com

Pat...

Dart...

An "I -finally-have-a-!ot-of-respectfor-a-professor" pat to Professor Fink for
bringing in the best speaker I ever listened to in a class.
From a senior who is thankful that a
professor is concerned with providing us
with a quality education and doesn't want
to waste our time and money with pointless
speakers and lectures.

A "you-think-you're-hot-but-are-definitelynot!" dart to the sketchy guys who stole a collective $165 from our wallets at our party in Ashby.
Sent in by some pttsed-off sorority girls who
paid for the kegs you were drinking, and futi
because you didn't get anu play from m hotties, it
isn't a reason to steal. We know who you are and
want our money back.

Pat.

Dart...
A "think-before-you-speak" dart to the
guy who asked me if I had the appropriate
hangtag for a faculty parking lot.
From A young /MU staff member wtio
thinks he sliould invest in a T-Shirt tliat says
"not a student."

A "you're the-ones-who-deserve-theraise" pat to all of the ladies in card services
and all of our student services personnel for
making JMU a better place to live and learn.
Sent in by a student who believes in giving
credit where credit is due.

Pat-

Dart...

A
"thanks-for-helping-pay-myluition" pat to all the JMU students
who don't seem to understand the
parking regulations on campus.
Sent in by a parking cadet who appreciates all the commission she makes off your
ttckiti and hopes you continue to keep up
the good work.

A "that's-nothin'-but-jibba-jabba" dart to the
whiny guy who darted me because I buried his
car in the snow.
Sent in from somebody wlto can't wait for the next
snoa» storm so lie can bury uou along with your car
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If you are anything like
me, your average day probably consists of going to class,
lunch, class, UREC. library, dinner, library, meeting, and then
home to watch "Joe Millionaire"
or "The Hachelorette" or some
reality TV show that boldly
displays the degeneration of
all things moral and ethical in
our country. Afterwards
maybe you'll read some more,
socialize, check away messages and download music.
When I checked my e-mail
the other day I was disturbed
to find a lengthy message
detailing the meaning of a
code orange warning, and
what to do in light of the situation. Something struck me as
I was reading about the
heightened threat of terrorist
attack. I wondered how we
had gotten to this point, the
brink of war, and where 1 had
been as is all progressed.
When was the last time I
turned
on
the
news?
Sometimes it seemed then' was
just not enough time in a day.
Even reading through The
Breeze, I often find myself skimming over the foreign affairs
headlines and flipping to my
horoscope or to the Focus and
Style sections. I guess I am an
optimist, or maybe just an
oblivious fool, but at the end
of a day filled with igneous
rocks, the structure of the
"Old South," normal curves
and standard deviations, and
Holocaust readings, I do not
want to come home and hear
more bad news of al-Qaeda
this, Saddam that. Hush is ,m
biological warfare, nuclear
crisis, and code-whatevercolor-of-the-rainbow warning. It all swirls around in my
head like a bad dream that
will not end until one country
has blasted another off the
face of the planet.
I never imagined my generation faced with the
prospect of going off to war,
participating in anti-war
protests, actually having an
impact in world history. We
are the future, I realize, as I
watch poor, tactless Joe
pathetically attempt to maintain the facade of having
wealth and status to his even
sorrier, money hungry competitors who have not a clue.
I pop a gummy peach ring
into my mouth and I do not
wonder why another country
could hate us so much. After
Joe has broken yet another
heart, depriving the poor girl
of her diamond necklace, I see
an ad for the newest reality
series, "Are You Hot?" I think

this is the final straw — rating
people on how "hot" they are
and giving them polite tips on
how they can make themselves just a bit hotter, get rid
of that pinch of fat on their
inner thigh. All right, America,
how about this for a reality
series: "Are You an Ignorant
Fool?" or maybe, "Are You
Going to War?" or worse yet,
"Are You Still Alive?'
As scarv as it sounds, it is a
reality far more serious than
any reality you will find on a
TV series. As a college student, it is so easy to get sucked
into the oblivious bubble of
daily college routine. In my
shock and puzzlement over
the question cf how we have
arrived at the point we are at,
the fact that I am not alone is
somewhat unnerving.
1 am not accusing the
entire JMU community of
being ignorant. I realize there
are many students out there
who do keep up with the
news, but there are many of
us who would rather get an
"A" in that General Education
class, watch the Thursday
night line up, and down a few
drinks with friends on the
weekends. For all of you, realize that the war is real.
The next time my mom calls
me to ask about my upcoming
study abroad trip and brings
up the idea that the trip might
be canceled due to war, I won't
tell her to stop spewing out
insanities. I now recognize that
my mother is a levelheaded
woman who watches the news
every day. Maybe she knows a
thing or two.
To all of my fellow college
tnends in a bubble, I urge you
to turn on the news sometimes, peruse the generally
uncharted pages of The Breeze
that do address the prospect
of war. If you have time
enough to read about the top
10 places to go this Spring
break, then there is no excuse
for not reading about more
important,
life-altering
events. Acknowledge that we
an- the ones who will determine what lies ahead.
Twent\ years from now
when your children ask you
what it was like going into
war, do you want to tell them
that you don't know, you were
not really paying attention?
It's great if you do but for
everyone else, step out of the
bubble. Somewhere outside of
this consuming college mentality there exists a world thai
is very real, that at any
moment could come and burst
our bubble. It's best to be pre
pared, don't you think?
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Residue halls experience marathon elevator pee contests
DeanCamp

older." I'm just kidding of
Dormiton In m^ is ih* epitcourse. An ironing board is
ome ol collage tilth, it is.i pin■dually one of those narniw
ntde ot grime when1 a newlytables you keep in your closet
christened man or woman is
lor the ran- occasion that then'
free to marinate in his or her
isn't a beer pong table handy
own festering mm. College is
However, in my personal
n'sponsihle tor the invention ot
experience, I have not been
deodorant, tor it gave hirth to
entirety at fault for many of the
odorant, a musk\ gas now
episodes ot hygiene negligence
used onlv for military operathat still haunt me when I shut
tions and to combat some rare
my eyes at night. Much of the
lorms of tuberculosis
blame can be placed on the res
Freshmen males arrive on
idents of the particular dorm in
move-in day as clean-cut genwhich I live. So as not to sullv
tlemen carrying ironing boards
the good name of my building
and husband pillows. Their
and /or the names of certain
parents
are
completely. bald-headed aerial creatures, I
unaware, however, that bv
will not disclose the dorm
next spring, their appearance
where I reside However, my
will rank somewhere between
building does seem to somehow
John Hehishi and shag carpet
encourage the disintegration ot
— and to be honest, the stuits iesu|,nts personal , k-anlidents usuallv don't even care
ness. I should have suspected
w here on the lielushi-shag-carthis at orientation dav when I
pet-spcclrum they lie Oh, and
told my guidance counselor in
the mining boards most likelv
which dorm I would be living
will be ravaged in tome \cr\
and he shot me a face like I had
misguided attempt at making a
told him my dog was just put
beer pong table
down. This building makes
WW I know what you're
the Hudson River look like
thinking.
You're
thinking.
Walden Pond. The filthm.ss
"What the hell is an ironing
has an influence over its resiboani'" lo that I say Tfou II
dents that makes them do
understand
when
you're
things they would never fath-

om doing at home Things that
would make stink gag.
In fact, just in the few minutes that I have spent writing
this column, one of mv friendfl
actually stopped over to Qongratulate me on a particularlv
loud burp, which lie had hand
over his music. Maybe I should
refrain from mentioning that
this friend lived two Boon
above me. 1 wish I were making
this up. You see, a burp in my
dorm can, if delivered correctly.
excite applause comparable to
that of a wartime Slate ot the
Union Address.
It you think that's the evtent
of our disgusting habits, you le
way wrong. More wmng than
Warren Sapp dancing to "Like a
Virgin" in buttless chaps and a
very revealing bustier OK.
maybe not quite that wrong, but
pn'tty dam wmng Lor exam
pie, just last week, mv next door
neighbor actually scoffed as h,
saw me heading to the bathniom with my toothbrush and
a towel. When I asked him
what he found wrong about
me brushing my teeth and
showering, he explained that a
|unior Mint in the morning
worked |iis| as well as both or
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Communication ode-nets
intearatMl itcknocoaies

either activity, lor the gooil ot
the o/one layer, I have begun
a petition demanding he at
least upgrade to those C erls
with the retsin centers I
urge you all to write your
local congressmen.
Perhaps the worst examples
of my hall's rcpulsiveness,
however, have been a result ot
the clevatois. Ihe elevators in
our building work about as
quickly as a box turtle on barbiturates. This means two
things. In -si I in goblg to get a
lot ot hate ni.nl troin strung out
turtles, and MOOnd, at 4 a.m.
the drunk moron(s) (see pn-vioiis column) waiting in the elevators
start
entertaining
thoughts like
Well, its the
ham is a bathroom stall
...?" Within the first month of
school, the drunk moron population ol our building had
(bund its new watering hole.
People, you know how
■wkward elevator rides can be
w ith a complete stranger
Now picture you and that complete -tranger huddled in a
comer because a stagnant puddle of urine is covering nearly
the entire- floor space And the
problem has gotten worse is

the year goes on. Nowadays.
it a non-resident were to visit,
it probably would seem to
them like the guys in our building are all participants in a
weekly pentathlon that features
events like peeing in the elevator, peeing down the stairwell,
peeing in the hallways and peeing in the other elevator. It
would also appear that points
are awarded generously for
creativity. For any shocked
readers who might at this point
be ■- lolentlv ill, just be glad I'm
not sharing the specifics of the
4x4 relav event
In its defense, I will admit
that the rank quirks of my
building do provide some
great conversational ice breakers. For instance, where else
could you be in an elevator
and strike up the conversation
"So, 1 wonder how they got
that chicken wing up there,
anyway." So on behalf of
myself and the dad who I
shared the elevator comer
with this morning, I would
like to thank those people who
dare to put the "dense" back in
"residence hall."
Dean Camp is a freshman
pre-SMAD major.

Opinion I ditm
to-do list:
1. Find a way for
repeatedly sending me the same
darts and pats.
2. Figure out why
none of the other
sections let me
write stories.
3. Find a
house editorial
cartoonist for
next year!
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COMICS
Ju»t Like Reality

Patrick Bredland
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Hey ladies, interested in illustrating comics?
Stop by The Breeze or e-mail Sarah at
stanitse @ jmu.edu.
Work for us and get a
piece of Khalil.
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Downfown: 433-3917

Get Second
Half Off!

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D.
HERBERT E. BING, M.D.
JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

C. LARRY WHITTEN, M.D.
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D.
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D

SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Invites you to their Sunday College Ministry activities:
College Sunday School 9:45am
Morning Worship 11:00am
College Chorale 4:00pm
College Bible Study 5:00pm
Fellowship Dinner 6:00pm (Free!)
Transportation available fot all events
Call Barbara rloUowell, Mlnbtei at Student!
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
433-2456 • www.harri.sonburgbaptist.coin
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

a

i

Today's Birthday (Feb. 27). Friends are a constant source of support and inspiration this year. At least one
friend may even inspire you to try something radically different. Give up a dream, and a fear or two, for
an improvement you'd never get otherwise.

Aries March 21-April 19

I,

*,

Today is a 6 - Later in the day should be
i easier, and tomorrow is a lot more fun.
Finish up loose odds and ends so that
k
fc;
you'll have more time to play then.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is an 8 - You can't live on love
alone, although it would sure be nice if
you could. By pooling your resources and
your talents, that won't be necessary.

ei

Today is an 8 - You do think a lot about
others. This time, consider yourself.
•JM* Which of your options will you enjoy
™° best? It's OK to do this.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
j^L Today is a 5 - An inner satisfaction may
I^P be your best reward. The money appears
1^\^ to be coming, too, but that won't last
nearly as long.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
^ g-^ Today is an 8 - Fit in another date around
^fJn noon, before the workload gets too hectic.
mV\ Don't schedule one for tomorrow, though.
^i»V. Instead, pack a lunch tonight.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 7 - It's time to count your bless^T^U ings. and .ilso list the things th.it worked.
^S£^ST You'll soon review \ our plans again, and
knowing what works will help.

—Tribune Media Services
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ACROSS
1 God of love
5 Shrinking Asian
sea
9 Artistic
Grandma
14 Son of Leah
and Jacob
15 Sole
16 Madonna title
role
17 Pindarics
18 Philosopher
Immanuel
19 Soviet labor
camp
20 Shire
23 Real
24 Black gold
25 Buddy
28 Interjections of
disdain
31 Criminal

49

27

56

57

55

60

1 1

marriage
33 Gardner of
"The Barefoot
Contessa"
36 Small amount
38 Doughnutshaped object
39 Shire

■

"

"

"

"

43 Directory
44 Culture
medium
45 You bet!
46 $100 bills
48 Use the delete
key
51 Corn serving
52 Gangster's gun
54 Bellybuttons
58 Shire
61 Physicist
Enrico
64 Opera highlight
65 Song for two
66 Links obstacles
67 Artist Chagall
68 Uptight
69 Swing a
thurible
70 Editor's
directive
71 Prophet
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54

59
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53
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47

51

13

42

41

46
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Today is a 5 - The hardest part is almost
f|^^) over Don't give up. Not only will it get
^^*A easier, but therell soon be more helpers.
You've just about toughed it out.

40

12

38

36

35

11

,.

31

29

43

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

i ■ (In- iv iMIH'll''

34

39

, Today is a 5 - After you commit to a realJfc\ ly big goal, there's often a moment of
«BB£7 doubt Can von do it? Maybe not, but it'll
"
be fun to try.

10

1

24

28

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

1
22

23

j Today is an 8 - The more you learn, the
more valuable you become. That's very
evident now. And if you love what you're
studying, perfect!

Gemini May 21 -June 21

I

|"

20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

JK m,; about somebody you love Fuss over
ttW someone you respect and admire, too.

Did you read I In lin i , ' h\
these questions in find out!

'

17

33

^p* i Today is a 7 - Don't spend all day dream-

7

*
"

ToToday is a 6 - A kitchen-table business
could do very well and bring you hours
f enjoyment. It's also a great source of
gifts for family and friends - gifts that
won't cost a fortune.

Taurus April 20-May 20

6

'

14

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^— Today is a 7 - The more you leam, the more
4^^^* appears possible - and. of course, the more
^Wr possibilities appear Keep studying!

3

DOWN
1 Island farewell
2 Army doc
3 Open to view
4 Rebel
5 Nicotine or
quinine, e.g.
6 Colorful mount
7" Karenina"
8 Release
9 Slonehenge
stone
10 Caesar's egg
11 Part of RSVP
12 Zeta follower
13 Droop
21 _ Paulo,
Brazil
22 Tease
25 Ward off
26 Entertain
27 Cell
destructions
29 Round dance
30 Period in a
process
32 Sentimental
drivel
33 Carroll's girl
34 Letter-lady
White
35 Passion

37 Distant
40 Obtain

41 Work out
42 Do business
47 Drunkard
49 Took a chair
50 Gets around
53 Fluid ounce
fractions
55 Dodge
56 Feudal lord
57 Half-goat man
58 Current units,
briefly
59 Part of QED
60 Foal's father
61 Govt.
economics
agcy.
62 Bard's before
63 Operated

S S

- >
/ ' • \' • ' *

•4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroorn Luxury Apartments ■':'■:■
•Phenomenal Pool and Spectacular Sunbathing Area
•Fantastic Fully-Equipped Fitmess and Business Centers
^Superior State^^^
•Conveniently jCJi^*&j3i^
•Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Fooseball Tables
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JMU has opportunity to experience many benefits, types of massage at UREC
Story by senior writer Lucia Lodato • Photo by photo editor Rachelle Lacroix
A week after digging cars out of the
snow with kitchenware, making
classes up on a Saturday and
receiving astmnomical electric bills (the
result of an attempt to stay warm in our
poorly insulated residences), many studiiUs may be in the midst of the winter
blues. Although Spring Break is not far
off, then If HI immediate solution that
also will be available for post-vaction

woes. Massage therapy uses the power of
touch to relieve stress, ease tension and
promote general well-being.

Benefits of massage
Massage therapy addresses a variety
of health conditions, the most prevalent
being stress-related tension, which,
experts believe, accounts for 80 percent to
90 percent of disease," according to
www.massagetherapy.com.
According to Clara
Maxwell-Hudson in her
book,
"Complete
Massage." massage stimulates
circulation,
eases sore
or tense
mu scles,

improves flexibility, facilitates relaxation,
improves well-being, eases psychological
tensions and enhances body awareness.
Massage has proven to be helpful in the
treatment of tension headaches, insomnia,
high blood pressure and backache, according to Maxwell-Hudson. Additionally, it
can alleviate arthritis.
Maxwell-Hud son also noted that,
although massage is generally extremely
beneficial anyone suffering from a serious
medical condition, high temperature, infection or contagious disease should not
receive a massage without obtaining
advice from his or her doctor
Types of massage
While there is a variety of kinds of massage, the four basic types are Swedish trigger point / neuromuscuiar, deep tissue and
sports massage, according to the American
Massage Therapy Association's Web site.
wwwjtmtamassage.org.
Maxwell-Hudson said there is a common pattern to the sequence of movements
massage therapists use. After an introductory hold, in which the therapist makes initial
contact with the client a massage often
starts with gentle soothing strokes and then
gradually moves to deeper movements.
One of the most commonly taught
and well-known massage techniques
is Swedish massage. Therapists use a
combination of kneading, rolling,
vibrational, percussive and tapping
movements, according to www.massagetherapy.com. The benefits include
generalized
relaxation
and
improved circulation.
According to the same Web site, deep
tissue massage is administered "to
affect the sub-layer of musculature and
fascia." Fascia is a flat band of tissue
below the skin that separates different
layers of tissue and encloses muscles,
according to www.medterms.com. Deep
tissue massage helps with muscular
pain and injury rehabilitation.

UREC massage program
JMU students have access to affordable,
professional massage on campus. The
massage program at UREC officially
began in Summer 2001 and has been
increasing steadily in popularity, according to Jillian Zagora, coordinator of group
fitness and wellness.
Zagora said UREC made massages
affordable so they would be an option
for students to try.
"They're definitely well worth the
money and so much cheaper than any place
in Harrisonburg," senior Julie Peck said.
Zagora said, "I think massage is one of
the best ways to relieve your stress. There
are so many unhealthy ways college students relieve stress, (such as] drinking."
The massage program has two professionally certified massage therapists, Steve Banks and Shelia
Helsley, who perform three
types of massage:
Swedish, deep
tissue and
myofascial

release.
Myofascial release is "a series of techniques focusing on the stretching and freeing of mvofascial structures to facilitate healing and freedom of movement," according
to the massage program
Web site,
wum).jmu.edtUnxrmtiotxJgrpfiUiCSsJmassage.
"The type of massage depends on the
person, the situation and what you feel
comfortable with," Zagora said. Students
fill out a health history form on their first
visit to the massage studio and review it
with the massage therapist. The massage
ther.ipist will talk with the student before
deciding which type of massage to administer, Banks said.
Banks said deep tissue massage is the
most common type performed among students because of their typically athletic
nature and the fact Owl they do a lot of
walking on the hilly campus. "I haven't
worked on anyone without tight hamstrings," he said.
The staff makes a conscious effort to
make the massage program welcoming
and comfortable for the student.
Zagora said.
"The massage studio is in a hidden
place," Zagora said."We do a lot of education on our therapists [such as the bulletin board in the waiting area) so they
know these are professionals who have
their certifications." Additionally, there is
an option of having either a male or
female massage therapist.

—66
[My massage at UREC] really
did make me feel so relaxed and
I can't wait until I can treat
myself to one again...
-Julie Peck
senior

99
"I loved my massage at UREC. Steve
made me feel comfortable." senior Devon
Dohony said. "The whole experience was
very professional. He always explained
what he was doing and made me feel
relaxed at the same time."
Banks said, "I enjoy helping people
and seeing their change and reaction in
their bodies. It's rewarding to see them
almost float out of the room when [the
massage is over|."
UREC recognizes that everyone has
different comfort levels when receiving a
massage. What a student wears is up to
the individual, according to the Web site.
It is noted that the body is covered in
sheets and only the part of the body
being massaged is exposed.
"[My massage at UREC) really did
make me feel so relaxed, and 1 can't wait
until I can treat myself to one again; it's my
guilty pleasure," Peck said.
Appointments for the UREC massage
program are made at the program registration desk. Appointment times vary
throughout the week.
Banks said he administers nine to 12
massages per week at UREC, with as
many as 23 during exam time.
Appointments must be made at
least 24 hours in advance and cannot be rescheduled. A 30-minute
massage costs $22, a 45-minule
massage is $30 and an hour
massage is $37. FLEX is the
only payment method accepted. Payment is due at the
time of scheduling and is
non-refundable. Massage
gift certificates are available.
recommends
B"anks
receiving
one
hhour of massage a
month for students
who want to incorporate massage therapy
into their fitness and
wellness
regime.
"[Massage| is like an
oil change for the
body," he said.
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COME IN SOON AND SIGN lliP FOR THIS NEW OFFER OR CALL. 1 877 CALL SUN
SunCom Store Locations

Stof. Hours: Mf o»7p

W*jiliinJHouncSMio»6p. Sun 1

Harrison burg
Marketplace Snoppes
1866 East Market St, Suite 8
(across from Valley Mall near
Books-A-Million)
540 246-8440

Staunton
Colonial Mall
{by JCPenney)
1331 Cretnville Avc
540-886-4054
(M-Sat ioa-9p, Sun 12 3 5:3°pl

Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(across from Colonial Mall)
540-255-8380

FREE OVERNtCHT DELIVERY i-BjmnjM
!•«• phot* *••■ n»< itf llll HM+imnl* n-ji.—* -1-.U1 ■

CORPORATE SALES »66-353-ooo4 (toH (

5P

Exduuvt Authorind Dtaltre

AKTROCAU

*>

•hop online www.SunCwn.c
''•••llim»llMN|.VV,|lH
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Spend 'An Evening with Groucho'
Frank Femintc stars in this critically-acclaimed
show as the legendary comedian Groucho Marx.
SM

story page 14
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The clothes seemed to represent fashion of the
Middle Ages, although in one scene, several guys
wore belly shirts and tight pants.
ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

freshman
SMitoiy Mow

'Polaroid Stories':
An alleyway into
oblivion

M I I'lK >|i is in MOK(iAN Kl IIII.V
(Left to right) Senior Katie McNulty, sophomore Keiian
Handcock. Junior Brandon Stacy and senior Tim Bambara
star In "Polaroid Stories," running In Theatre II this week.
BY CORINNE LAIRD

staff writer
Welcome to the jaded
streets of New York City,
where the homeless, llie
hopeless and the wretched
reside. Welcome to Theater
II, which is set to emulate the
untouchable alleyways of
America and the invisible
people who inhabit them in
"Polaroid Stories."
Directed by junior Ryan
McWilliams and written by
Naomi Iizuka. the show is
bigger than itself in almost
every way. An eclectic mix of
the arts, this is I production
that culminates in singing,
dancing and acting and is
intended to relate the truth
about homtltSMMM using
the messages popular in
ancient Greek mythology.
"Polaroid Stories is a scries
of stories from the streets portrayed by homeless peopk' who
are intended to symbolize many
of the characters in Ovid's
"Metamorphoses." The slums
communicate the message loud
and clear that these peopk? who
have been rejected from society

are not all that different from the
myths they portray and ultimately not that different from
so-called regular people. The
play relates that everyone needs
something to believe in, something concrete to cling to and
that most people never seem to
Ret love right, no matter how
hard they try.
The recurring themes in
"Polaroid Stones ' seem to be
the idea that things are not
always what they seem and
that people must look deeply
Into themselves and others
and peel away the exterior ot
things to truly understand
them This concept must be
applied when viewing the
show itself There is ,i die*
trailing and almost pretentious display of artfulness to
the script that must be
stripped away for one to see
the messages that resonate
from both life on the streets
and Greek mythology.
Getting to the soul of
"Polaroid Stories" is I frustrating task for even the most
knowledgeable mythology
scholars, hut the show has a

tremendous
amount
of
strong points. The script,
which often is difficult to
interpret, is surpassed by all
other aspects of the show,
most notably in the set and
the acting. The theatre was
gutted and transformed to
simulate a dirty alleyway
mar the Port Authority and
is littered with trash bags,
old mattresses, graffiti, tires
and divided by a scrim made
from scraps of fencing
I In M tors must have benefited from McWilliams' suggested 'homeless day," during which the actors lived ,i
day as if they were homeless
in preparation for their roles,
because the show's best
quality was its convincing
portrayal of homeless life. It
was easy to step outside the
role as audience member and
tee! transformed into one of
"the wretched," to feel a part

of their stories and sympathetic toward their lives. The
stories told were mythic in
their quality, so true that
they seemed fictional.
The
myths
portrayed
included Prometheus, (senior
Tim Bambara), stealing fire
from Zeus, interpreted as ecstasy being stolen from a junkie
and Orpheus, (senior Andrew
White), following his girlfriend
Eurydice, (sophomore Sara
I shleman), into hell to rescue
her from Hades To fully grasp
the show, however, one must
have a background in the literature upon which the show is
based, which may have lost
manv audience members.
However, the choreographed
interpretive dances, realistit
fight scenes, courageous sexual
encounters and spectacular
interpretations of the way living
as ii homek'ss person is taxing
on both the mind and the soul

also should be noted as strong
points of the performance. The
actors had a unique chemistry,
adding a comfortable flow to the
uncomfortabk' subject material.
Because of the difficulty
of the script, there is little for
the audience to take away
from the show, except for ■
heightened understanding
of what it is like to live on
the streets as an invisible
member of society.
Despite the obstacles presented
by
the
script,
"Polaroid Stories" is a smait

production with important
messages to explore. At the
COffl of the show were
poignant truths about life,
namely that everyone is in
search Of something, be it
love, understanding or the
hope for another chance.
Polaroid Stories" will
run at Theatre II through
Saturday with performances
at 8 p.m. There will be a midnight performance Friday.
Tickets are $3 and can be
purchased at Theatre 11 two
hours prior to the show.

Madison Project harmonizes 'Pippin' is magic journey
Southern region a capella
BY ASMLLY MCCLKLLAND

staff writer

BY CHBLSBA WASHINGTON
contributing writer
What the | capella eiwm
ble elite call "the pre-Super
Bowl of college a cappella"
will take place Saturday at 8
p.m. in the College Center
Grand Ballroom.
Hosted by a capella ensemble Madison Project, The
International t hampionship
of Collegiate A cappella is the
premiere shoWCSM tor college
a cappella groups around the
United States and will he the
semifinal competition tor the
Southern region's groups
The event also will be
sponsored hv Varsitv Vocals,
an organization "dedicated
to
encouraging
people
around the globe to sing a
capella
all
their
In.s
according lo its Web site,
umwrijfsj/i/.'eoi/s i if!
Aspiring groups submit
hundreds of audition tapes
each year to the ICCA competition, hoping for an invitation tO one ot three quarterfinals. After completion of
this round, two group*
advance from each quartet
final to the next level of competition, the semifinals.
The semifinals .ire a rigorous,
competitive
process
involving six regions and four
■howl WltWn each region,
SCCOrdllUJ to Suritz. The
Southern semitmals consists

64
This show should be
fun because it features
groups nobody here
has seen.
—Adam Suritz
H'Tllnr

99
-it siv groups the I ni\ersit\
ot
Virginia's
Sil'liotx-ttes,
North
Carolina
State
I niveisity's Grains Of Time,
Florida State Universit\ - Ml
Night
Yaht/ee,
C lemson
I'mvorsitv's Tigeroar, Elon
College's Twisted Ml SSUK
and the University ot North
Carolina at
Greensboro's
spar tones. ,u wording to Suritz.
"This show should he tun
beceuie it features groups
nobodj
here has seen,"
sm it/ said. "Their Styles Ol
performance and the songs

they smg sre different from
the JMU groups and we are
excited that JMU will get to
lee such quality groups
Tounded in 1996 and
recently having released its
fourth CD, *Rock star,
Madison Project has participated in this event for the
past two years. This war,

)

instead ot entering the competition, the group accepted
Varsity Vocals' offer to host
the
semifinals.
Madison
Project will, however, provide entertainment during
the judges' deliberations,
perforating songs from their
new CD.
"I try ID attend a cappella
shows at which Madison
Project performs because the)
always Offer a good performance,"
sophomore
Stacy
Miller said
The penefi three indges will
include j.R. Snow, a 1998 graduate of JMU and founder ot
Madison Prefect. The judges will
evaluate the groups in two main
categories — music bk-nd. or lurmony and quality of arrangements. 11H- winning gnnip will
receive the i>pportunitv to compete at the finals in New York
City in April for the ritk' of national champions. DofMsl also will
be awarded for outstanding individual performances
"I am excited tit attend
mainly because there will be
a chance to see different
variations of a cappella type
of music," junior Kelley
Boom Slid.
Tickets are $5 with a JAC
card and $10 general admission. Tickets can be purchased at the door, but also
will be available in advance

.it tvww.v*nisWoc$i$xoiHi

"Pippin" filled l.atimerShacftcr Theatre with song,
dance, bright lights and
extravagant costumes Tuesday
night, sweeping away the
audience with its story of love,
lust, war and power.
Based on the book by Roger
O. Hirson, "Pippin" tells the
story of a young man trying to
find his place in the world and
make a name for himself Pippin
(sophomon1 Kevin Murphy), M
the son of Charlemagne (junior
t k Mian Balis), who will take over
his father's kingdom when
Charlemagne dies In the meantime. Pippin wants to find a way
to make an impact on the world.
He goes to war and isn't satisfied, then turns to sex, which
isn't enough. He looks for power,
which also doesn't fit him.
Along on Pippin's journey of
self-discovery is the lead player
(senior Kevon Quillon) who narrates the story, with an ensemble
of other players acting as a
Greek chorus. The players act as
a negative influence on Pippin's
Me. usually pushing him in the
wnmg direction while adding
to the humor, musical and dance
portions of the production
I he musical performances
were impressive, but the
singing was difficult to hear at
certain points because the
orchestra sometimes overpow. red the actors'voices.
One voice that stood out in
particular was Murphy's. When
he sang, he had the ability to

draw the audience in, as did
Quillon. Murphy also performed the humor that came
with his part well.
"The actors' personalities
come out when they perform
and they fit the parts well,"
freshman Ashli Dean said.
Along with the music, the
dancing, which was an integral part of the performance,
was choreographed tasteful!)
and never became repetitive
or dull to watch.
"The movement during the
'Flesh Ballet' and all the mo\ |
ment in the war scene was
interesting. They were well
choreographed," senior Caitie
Meehan said.
The costume design added

(0 the movement and humor.
Hu (lowing designs of some of
the costumes enhanced the
movement of the dancers,
while many of the costumes'
bright colors added to the
humorous aspect of the play.
I he clothes seemed to represent fashion of the Middle
Ages although in one scene,
several guys wore belly shirts
and tight pants
"Pippin" will run in
l.atimer-Shaeffer
Theatre
through Saturda) with performances at 8 p.m and there
will
be
I
performance
Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets are
$11) for the general public and
$h for senior . iti/ens, children and JAC card holders.

ABHY SI 1.1 .IVAN/, .minbuimn i*H*,Vniphrr

Actors perform a scene In "Pippin," which wM run In Urtirnef-Shaenw
Theatre at 8 p.m. through Saturday, wtth a 2 p.m. show Sunday.
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Reading, writing to the beat
Listening to music while doing work either helps or inhibits concentration

PI* ITI) CIK'RTKSY (>K IMaMfr Hwdurrn and Prtformmit Attna
in the 1'trlinmmR At1\

Frank Ferrante. playing the role of historical comedian
Qroucho Marx, comes to Wilson Hall Friday.

'Groucho' spends
'Evening* at Wilson
BY ASHLEY LI SK

staff writer
Chronicling the lite ofl |w>
i-ndary comedian Groucho
Marx, the College of Arts &
Letters EncOfC Series will
sponsor "An Evening with
Groucho" Friday in Wilson
Hall. The show, starring Frank
termite ("By Georsja,* 1995),
is a one-man act — securing
pi.mo player Jim Furmston.
However.
this
ihOH
promises to be anything but
a histor\ lesson <»> Perranle
assumes the role of the legendary funnyman, according
to )erry Weaver, executive
■issisi.mt to the dean of the
College of Arts & Letters,
Replacing today's focus
on more heavily costumed
and staged sets, Ferrante will
fill the evening with MM
paced comedv including
quick one-liners, songs such
as "Lydia the Tattooed Lady,"
dance routines and audience
participation, according to a
Mainstage Producers and
Agents in the Performing
Ails pres-. release
Firrante will begin the
performance with his n» rralion of energetic, ad-libbed
routines that i hronlcle Marx's
happier times. Throughout
the s'O-minute act, Ferrante
also plans to reminiscent
about his brothers Harpo.

Marx Brothers movies; it's a
stage show — it's comedv."
Ferrante began his portrayal
of Marx in 1985 when he was a
shident at the University of
Southern California as his senior thesis, according to an inter
\ lew with Tribune writer Max
McQueen included in the
Mainstage press release.
"As an acting major at
USC, I thought I could combine this interest of mine and
my studies into a show,"
Ferrante said in the Tribune
Interview. "An Evening with
C.roucho" was written bv
Ferrante, who later went on
to star in "Groucho: A Life in
Review," written by Arthur
Marx, the late comedian's
son, according
to the
Mainstage press release.
Ferrante's portrayals have
earned him a nomination for
"Comedy Production of the
Year" in Umdon's Lawrence
Otiviet Awards and critical
acclaim on stages throughout
the world, according to
;wuclumvrM com.
It'st.nuicho It's the best ot
what the audience remembers
(iroucho to be," Weaver said.
Having met GfOUCho Marx

only once, Perranle Is as dose to
the real thing as one can get
his show tVSjn has been
endorsed bv the Marx family,
according
to
www.grou-

t hlco, Zeppo and Gummo,

duwoHdxtniL

silent film comic Charlie
Chaplin, Hollywood producei I OUil I* Mayer and BCtftM
Greta Garbo. While doing so,
Ferrante will maintain the
persona of the late vaudcvillian, often sharing unknown
facts about the comedian'!
life,
according
to
the
Mainstage press release.
Wa\er spotted Ferrante s
ad at a conference he attended
and is n-s|-H»nsible for bringing

Ferrante lakes the show M I
men'personal act.
"His |ob was to make people
laugh. That's what mv j<»b is.
This show is a belly laugh slu >w.
You can't just have people grinning. You have to have them in
hysterics," Ferrante said in an
Interview with Athens KannerHearld correspondent David
Kross
included
in
the
Mainstage press release
The show begins at 7:30
p.m. in Wilson Hall. Tickets are
S20 for adults, $18 for senior
citizens and $10 for |MU students and children.

the show to |ML.
"['An
Fvening
with
C.roucho'j is tor anvone who
likes old vaudCA ille u>medv or

However,

775 Cantrell Ave.
(nexttoHardees)
433-9996

Some people think it's a distr.khon. other, find tti.it it'l .1
.-rv.itivc Messing. For some, it
blocks cut all hopes ol concentration while it helps others
focus the mind.
The relationship between
music and the acts of reading
and writing can be debated for
MM I. however, come from
the middle school of thought
that thinks music can be beneficial to both activities. In fact, I
couldn't imagine reading or
writing ,1- easily without the
MrfManoi of music — the creative aid of multifarious artists.
Maw, atld styles
I remember an exercise in
my high school advanced composition class. The assignment
was to listen to two sets of
recorded music and write down
any and all thoughts that came
to mind. What the exact songs
w ere, I couldn't tell you. but 1 do
ivnu-mlvr the first excerpt
being one of those light and
feathery classical pieces and the
second a more gritty, rhythmic
'70s nxrk tune. I avail that some

Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
people had difficulty writing pencils propped in their
mouths, heads slanted, paying
more attention to the song than
to the exercise SI hand. But for
others (myself included), the
writing came quickly — our
pen-clutching hands moving as
smoothly as the music that
poured out from the portable
stereo's twin speakers
Ever since, I've been writing
to music as often as possible, be
it a research paper, a column or
just my own incoherent musings. For me, there's nothing
that breaks writer's block, noth-

favorite musk

Fighting fashion fauxs in frigid weather
Bv El LBN

WAKRI

Gnu ago THMHN

\

The very baddest of the bad
— Satan himself, for example —
are confined to the ninth circle
of hell in Dante's "Inferno"
Those of us enduring the cold of
late winter understand why the
most miserable hellishness that
Dante could think of was not a
place of heat and fire — but of
frigid winds and icy misery.
Dante's denizens had more
to worry about than their
wardrobes. But in this life, winter wear is still an issue — even
in March.
Two intrepid journalists —
camera and notebook in hand
— took to the tundra of
Chicago's Michigan Avenue at
rush hour on a brutally cold day
to determine if it is humanly
possible to stay warm and look
gixxl at the same time.
Here's what we found:
People claiming to be toasty
in their fashionable outfits
but we suspect were lying
and were actually freezing. A
bunch of pedestrians who
didn't care how they looked
as long as thev weren't miserable. Several uncomplaining
transplants who, remarkably,
moved here from milder climates
—
Brazil
and
California to name two.
Remarkably
congenial
men and women willing to
stop in the bitter cold and talk
to us — outdoors — and pose
tor pictures.
"I don't do boots," Jeanine
Amilowski said. The ex-New
Yorker was insistent that
despite snow, slush, salt and
single-digit temperatures, she
doesn't need boots in Chicago.
She was wearing black Italian
leather flats, with cute socks,

-iiThere's an old saying
and I got this from my
uncle, that 'I'd rather
be a warm bunny than
a cool fool.'
-Carl Sylvester
Chicagoan

55 —
and despite our best investigative efforts sin stu< k with hi i
story. Boots, she insists, are
not necessary."
By contrast, she was wearing
a Cossack-style hat mat lixiked
Siberia-worthy. The headwear,
purchased six or seven years
ago at a department store, is a
real fashion statement and has
become her winter trademark.
"Everyone knows me in this
hat," she said, pointing out that
she once was actually scolded
by a real Russian who told her
that it is not cold enough in the
United States to wear such a
furry marvel.
We respectfully disagree
with the Russian. And we also
disagree with Amilowski's
views on boots. Not necessary? Please.
livated on the boots question, we
snagged Keri
Culhane to ask her about her
handsome
tan
footwear.
They're the Australia-made
Ugg boots, considered by
many to be the gold standard
of warm footwear.
Think of a sheep. Now, turn
it inside out. Then put it on your
feet with that thick curly, woolly
coat caressing your tootsies.

That's L ggs
Vou don't even need
socks
with
em!"
ihe
exclaimed. "I'm addicted
Culhane is at hic.igtun now,
hut in her previous life she was
»tra on TV shows in
California where, oddly, she
learned about Uggs. Air-conditioned sets, she informed us, are
so cold that stars wear Uggs
when their feet are not going to
be in the picture.
I annuls people she has BBfln
•veering Uggs? "Sex and the
City's" Kim Cattrall, actress
Andie MacDowell and celebrity
bombshell Pamela Anderson.
Who is not someone usuallv
associated with boots
Moth
Culhane
and
Amilowski were stvle standouts but both admitted that
beneath their cloth coats thev
were wearing plenty of layers,
including long |ohns, or the
silk equivalent.
While her navy cloth coat
looked
good,
Amilowski
aiknowledged. It's not that
warm, actually."
Which hnngs us to the matter of fur. Fin eloped in luxurious longhaired coyote, C harles
Johnson was heading to the
train station and onward to his
home in Gary, Ind.
He was looking sharp and
he knew it He told us he completely disagreed with those
who say you can't look great
and stay warm simultaneously
A lifelong
Midwesterner,
Johnson said he bought his hiplength coyote coal several winters ago because it looks terrific
and fur is warmer than fabric.
In addition to the coat,
lohnson Hid he pays a lot of
attention to picking a winter hat
because, "I'm baldheaded."

Like style?

Then youll like Web, too!
Application deadline lor Webmaster, online editor
and online designer extended to Monday. March 3
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Sports Injuries * Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-housc STD Testing

All major bank cards accepted
and we will tile your insurance
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- resume
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to Drew Wilson,
editor in chief
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Removing a handsome redand-blue Tommy Hilfiger fleece
cap, he proved the point: His
shaved head was as srmxith as
at a snake's belly.
Johnson's co-worker, Carl
tor, in a silvery Ecko
down jacket, has a wintertime aphorism
"There's an old saying and I
got this Irom my uncle, that 'I'd
rather be a warm bunny than a
cool fool."* In other words, dress
for warmth, not looks.
With a Liz Claiborne scarf
wrapped around his face,
Sylvester said, "I could (not)
care less" if the face wrap
made him look a little dtxtfy. "I
think I look warm," he said.
With his breath fogging up his
glasses, Sylvester said he has
perfected "the tip" where he
bends slightly at the waist to
defog the glasses
Sixty-nine-year-old Alden
Cohen teaches cold survival
courses as a Red Cross volunteer I ike a little kid, Cohen even
clips his gloves to his coat to
make Sum he doesn't lOM them.
"Didn't your mother ever
do that for you?" he asked.
Well, yes but not after about
second grade.
Ia\ers," bellowed Cohen
from deep within his white
Santa beard. "Earmuffs!" he
ordered pointing to his own
black ones Because vour ears
and the tip of vour nose and fingertips an' the first to get cold."
"Your socks shouldn't be too
tight because that will slow
down your circulation and your
feet will get colder c|uicker."
I or a coat, he suggests down
or fur "Air is still the cheapest
insulation. Kir is warm because
the hairs trap the air. Cfcwn does
the same thing."

•

Mon - Fri 9 am-X pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. I pm-6 pm

If Voar Doctor It \1II<» Away
Aid You Need Treatment For:

ing that greases up creative
gears, like music. riven before I
open Microsoft Word to write, I
make sure the earphones an'
w edged tightlv in mv small ears
and my music library is open. I
don't have a playlist for the certain things 1 w nte neceasarfli
I just choose whatever I'm in the
mood for, usually a song I heard
in passing on the radio, on television or in a film.
Sometimes I repeatedly listen to the same like some cruel
form of torture - I don't have
the best taste when it comes to
music, but I trv. I've written five

page papers where the only fuel
has been a box of Chee/-Its and
two hours of "Scar Tissue" by
the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
When it comes to reading as
well, 1 find that there is no bettei aid nan some soil music on
the radio. 1 find thai when I
play music, the pages turn
much faster than normal
(which helps when you're
reading something of little
interest to vou) Unlike writing,
when I read, I prefer sorter
music — 1 don't need the noise
10 generate ideas because with
reading music, ;t's more about
slipping between the lines and
entering a relaxed state.
Hut I could be wrong. Some
people need a deathly silence to
concentrate on the essay question or the 50-page reading
assignment in front of them. For
this class of readers and writers,
noise of any kind is only an invitation for mental struggle. As
fa me, however, when it comes
to a slow thinking day, nothing
speeds it up like some of my

BUFFALO WILD WINGS
^» GRILL & BAR «^

No Appointment Necrviiry • OPKN 7 Days a Week

CNECK OUT OUC

^ffP

Karaoke

.

Friday Nights

rwj \

Jizzuft.' JPECIALS...

6 wings only $2! Monday - Friday. Ilam-8pm
(limit 2 orders per person per da}
TUBL.30 C£nt Wings
Legs
egs KA

northern Exposure
Grill
1221 Forest Hill Road
Harrisonburg, Virginia
(540) 442-8550

Hit Ladies 216Up Free Until 11

College Right
u»"u

ftHoDrh*
_1

Euery Thursday
10 pm -2 am

mu
SFl'.t: I p Entertain
linn
SllM & MpN: Ultimat.teTi
1007 South Main Harrisonburg. Va 22801

438-9700
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"Because last season wasn't the type
of season any team would want, I
think it has made my desire to be the
best even stronger."

THURSDAY, FEB.

SPORTS
—

BOXING

L.

National pride

Senior Jen Starkey was
selected to play for the U.S.
Under-23 National Team.

LISA STAEDT

senior lacrosse player

See story below

—

SM

ttocy Mow

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

THE
SERIOUS TIP
ON

What has
become of
boxing?
The beacon ot honor ,ind dignity in sports — boxing — M8BH
t inavennaDy lost all dvUttj
No one is surprised when
a high school basketball player is suspended for ncclvlng
jerseys But sports fans still
are shocked at the lack of propriety now muddving Ihe
professional boxing
arena lust
as
Andy
Kaufman a
entertaining anttci
forever
changed
professional wrostling
DAN ID
—
which
actually Cl.KMKNTSON
used to feature matches that lasted ici
eral minutes and had no
speeches,
steel
chairsor
shameless apparel plugs —
Americans have forgotten the
passionate art of a decent
boxing match.
Saturday night, from The
Pyramid Arena in Memphis,
Tenn., three high-priced
bouts lasted a total Of a mere
ti\< rounds. All three
according to the state's lameas-, ruling system, tex hnlcally
knockouts, Give me a break
Barbara Bush is a bigger
kmx kout than were two of
those decisions. The day
when head butts and groin
S«Y

111 I PIIOTlWli.

Above: Former women's basketball coach Bud
Chllders was under major scrutiny In his final days.
Below: Former player G'Ann Lauder played for
Chllders from 2000-02 before transferring.

TYSON, pa$e lb

-MEN'S

Former player under Childers
breaks the silence, tells her side
BY DRKW WILSON

BASKETBALL-

JMU tops
VCUto
end home
schedule
Freshman guard Wes Mill,i
hit two tree throws with 16 seconds k-ft to lift |MU \ <.ist \ irgima
Commonwealth University. f»4n3 Wedn.»*tn
The win is the VVedni"-il.H
thini str.nght
VCL
for the Dukes,!
their longest of
M
the season.
JMU
Senior forward
Ian
M

CMkMedJMI

with 16 points and ■even
rrbounds, whik' red-shirt senior

anfen Kanm Mmttehead added

Mil HHOKWWA-im

12 points and eight rebounds

sports editor
While the women's basketball team has remained
tight-lipped since former
coach Bud Childers resigned
three weeks ago, one former
player shed new light on the
situation, supporting what
many had expected.
Former
player
G'Ann
Lauder told 77* Breeze what
happened behind the scenes
when she played at JMU and
what she had heard from her
former teammates still on Ihe
learn surrounding Childers
departure. Lauder played for
the Dukes during the 2000-'0i
season and four games during
the '01-'02 season, before leaving
the team and later transferring.
"1 know that this has been
a long time coming," Lauder
said. "The whole situation,
from what I have heard, started (about two) months ago.
The team basically just got fed
up with the way they \MTC
being treated, much like they
have for the past five years.

WOMEN'S CLUB RI«;BY

Chance of a lifetime
contributing whirr
To be chosen to plav am
sport for the United States
National Team is a great
honor. For women's club
rugby captain, senior fennifer
Starkey, Ihe opportunitl to
plav with the U.S. National
Team is even more of an
honor considering the location of its matches. This past
summer, Starkey and the U.S.
Under-23 team played in
Coventry, England, the birthplace of rugby.
For Starkey the opportunity to play the best ot the best
w,is ,i large accomplishment.
"It was such .in indeM nbabte feeling to throw
on the red. while and blue
and play for the United
States in another country/

Starkey Mid
Starkey didn't start playing rugby until her freshman
yearat|ML in 1999 Rugby, I
combination of both football
and soccer, is different from

Starkey

"Bud n-ally never tried to
have any relationships with
any of our players. He was
pretty much worried about
how you played. That's pretty
much it. He didn't can' about
us as people."
I nider added that, "Bud
llwayi had two different
faces for every single situ.i
tion. He'd tell one person on
the team one thing and tell
another person something
totally contradictory I feel

BY STEPHEN ATWKLL

Mid,

"When I got here I really
wanted to tr\ something I
little dilterent "
After playing lor siv seasons though, Starkey has a
lot more experience playing
rugby than most \iii.n, ens,
according to junior teammate Erin Towns
"She has gnat individual
skills and tactics; however
she is also a team player
who takes pride in teaching
the team some ot the skills
she has learned Irom playing on national teams,'
Towers Mid She has also
played on other teams in the
United States which gave
her more experience and
allowed her tO be picked for
the U.S. National Team."
According to starkey, the
see STARKEY. pa^e 16

-9?

see LAUDER. page 17

Dukes look to improve in 2003

the typical American sports
"I grew up my whole lite
pla\ ing all kinds ol Sports
mOttly BOCCar and has

ketball,

— G'Ann Lauder
former women's baskclball player

LACROSSE

Club rugby player Starkey plays on U.S. team
BY AYANA BARHI K

They finally decided
that they were going to
do something about it
and realized that they
have the real power.

like that was the cause tor so
much turmoil on the team
While Lauder said that
Chllders knows the game
"inside out and backwards,"
to her he wasn't a motivator
and "somebody that wanted
you to get out there and put it
all on the floor for him."
"They finally decided that
they were going to do something about ii and realized
that they have the real
power," Lauder said. If thai
don't play, JMU looks bad."
According to lauder, players had approached the ath
letic administration several
times in the past with complaints about Childers
In the days leading up to
C hilders' resignation, players
met with Athletic Director
Jeff Bourne. While it is
unknown if the plavers gave
the athletic department and
ultimatum
or not. Old
Dominion University coach
Wendy Larry acknowledged

OAVJ

luwNbraiDevnpfc i

Sophomore Carrie Martell runs In practice Tuesday.

staff writer
After finishing last season 8-10
overall, a far cry from its Final Four
team in 2001. the JMU lacrosse
team hopes that a new season with
a new coach can turn things around
from a season ago.
"Because last season wasn't the
type ot season any team would
want. 1 think it has made my desire
to be the best even stronger.' senior
attacker I isa Staedt said.
JMU finished last season 5-3 in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
Despite ending last season ranked
No. 14 in the Intercollegiate
Women's
Lacrosse
Coaches
Association poll and entering this
season ranked No. 15 in the preseason polls, coach Kellie Young
said she hopes she can bring a certain energy to the field this season.
"The newness of each milestone (first practice, first scrimmage and first win) motivates me
to do more for the team and
brings | great deal of excitement
to what 1 do," Young said.
Young worked in previous

years as an assistant coach it
Amherst C ollege in Ma>
from 1994-'96 and as the lacrosse
and soccer coach at Sweet Briar
College U1 Sweet Briar from 1996'98. She spent the past four \ears
as
an
assistant
coach
at
Georgetown University.
I his leaSOn Young will have the
opportunity It* race her lonner
players and team when JML travels to Georgetown April 4 Young
helped lead the Hoyas to two
nation,ii final appearances
"The game will pit my |MU
team against a defense and a program I helped elevate over the past
few years," Young said. "I am
anticipating emotions on both sides
of the field will be high."
The JMU squad returns 10
starters and 20 letterwinners, while
losing only two starters and four
letterwinners from last season. This
year the team is led by a pair of
captains, all-conference junior midfielder Gail Decker and Staedt, a
two-time All-American Staedt was
ve JMU. page 17
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SPOUTS

TYSON: Biting off more than he can STARKEY: Earns
chew with latest out-of-the-ring antics respect from the best
TYSON, from page 15

punches earn a boxer a KO
on his record is the day
Saddam Hussein is elected to
Congress. Surprisingly, the
audience wasn't booing. But
then again, maybe this was
the same crowd preparing for
the Dixie Chicks to win artistic achievement at the
Grammy's the next night.
Either way, sports fans
deserve better. In the night's
main event — replete with
Mystikal rapping "Danger"
on the canvas and the ring
announcer
saying
"It's
Showtime" instead of "Let's
get ready to rumble" — Mike
Tyson gave the fans what
they wanted. Not because he
punched his opponent's
lights out with a right-fisted
swipe in 49 seconds, but
because after the match he
gave a silly interview. When
Tyson claimed he broke his
back last week, specifically
his "spinal." the crowd in a

local sports bar lit up almost
as much as when Iron Mike
sent the pinata known as
Clifford "the black rhino"
Etienne crashing to the tarp.
Boxing's
status
has
declined It's gone from being
like Mike Tyson, to being like
Mike Tyson. We grew up with
him. From the Nintendo game
"Mike Tyson's Punchout" to
chomping
on
Evander
Holyfield's ear, most people
picture Tyson when they
think of boxing.
Excluding him from the ring
is like golf without Tiger
Woods, wrestling without
Hulk Hogan or curling without
Guy Hemmings. Tyson used to
be the undisputed, young and
fearsome heavyweight champion of the world. Now he seems
to have become Americans'
guilty pleasure that they mock,
but can't turn their eyes away
from. Nobody gives him the
respect he deserves.
And in the heat of combat.

loving critiques of athletes
Now the public gets its kicks
from speculating on the
meaning of Tyson's new tribal
mask tatoo.
This Saturday night, boxing
fans have another opportumU
to prove themselves worthy of
being a part of the dignified
sport. On Pay-Per-View in Las
Vegas, |ohn Ruiz and Roy
Jones, Jr. will meet. No new
tatoos. No silly interviews. And
hopefully no early KOs from
groin punches or head butts.
Will the fans step up to the
plate and enjoy boxing for the
sti.light laced sport that it truly
is? Hopefully. It will be a beautiful day when fans can trust
boxers to box as much as they
trust them to create low fat lean
mean grilling machines.
David Clementson is a senior political science major who
hopes ring announcers don't
have to soon change their
proclamation to "Lei's get
readif to grumble."

Now [Tyson j seems to
have become
Americans'guilty
pleasure that they
mock, but can) turn
their eyes away from.
with nostrils flaring and eyes
glaring in the rush of adrenaline and testosterone, the question isn't why Tyson bit off part
of another man's ear, but why
more boxers don't do it too.
Boxing used to stand on a
pedestal of greatness, displaying to society the utmost in
intellect
and
freedom.
Muhammed Ali used his religion and status to speak out
on civic ills. Howard Cosell
charmed sports fans with his

STARKEY, from page 15

process for getting picked
for the national team is a
vigorous one.
"A player must go through
a few different venues for tryouts," Starkey said. "For
example, I also play for both
the Virgina Rugby Team and
the Mid-Atlantic Rugby Team.
From the Mid-Atlantic Rugby
Tram, I was chosen and put in
a pool of 45 women who are all
able to be selected afterward to
go to different tournament',
and tour with the national
team. They picked a total of 27
players from that pool of 45 to
goon the England Tour."
Once in England, the U.S.
team stayed in Coventry for 15
days. It played a series of games
against different English rugby
teams, all within its division.
The U.S. team wound up winning two out of its three games
to end its two-week tour.
"If ever we're down, she
[Starkey] can pick us right up,"

-66—
She gives us
encouraging words
before games and
especially during
practice to keep us
motivated.
- Janet Sobtl
senior tomen's club rugby player

95
senior teammate Janet Sobel
said. "She gives us encouraging words before games and
MpedaDy during practice to
keep us motivated."
The women's club rugby
season starts March 1. The
first game is against Penn
State University at noon on
Godwin field.

Placing a classified in The Breeze is now as easy as...

Call, fax or e-mail the ad. Or come to
our office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Pay for your ad with a credit card,
cash, or check.
Classifieds are $3 for the first 10 words, $2
for each additional 10 words (ex. a 20-word
classified is only $5).

Phone:568-6127
Fax:568-6736
E-mail the_breeze@jmu.edu

GET RESULTS!

If s Late, You're Hungry,

And JAC is Buying!
JAC accepted over the phone
for delivery orders
at Chanellos Pizza

The Campus Pizza

CampUS One Large

The Campus Pizza

$

Specials: J^aTopp,ng
Party Five Large
_

,

$

One Topping

Pack: pizzas

Nfcd JAC

574-4700

Monday Deal

425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg

|

Tuesday Deal

2 Large
I Add a
1 Topping $10.99 ! Two Liter
Pizzas not valid with any other offer • monday only | Coke
|
| g piz^a
0 anv af 0

.49C
limit one par order • luesday only

Hours:

Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am

| Wednesday Deal
I Add an
! Order of
.49C
I
i Breadsticks' P« order • Wednesday only
I to any large pizza
lirni one

r

•
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LAUDER: Childers 'made
me look like I was a traitor'
lAVDER.from page 15
the possibility following the
Lady Monarch*' loss to JMU
Feb. 9, four days after
Childers stepped down.
"The players feel like they
probably pulled off the
biggest coup in America, and
everybody on the outside is
wondering if the tail's wagging the dog," Larry said following the game
Former
player
Katie
Hardbarger
('02),
who
played under Childers from
1W8-02, said, "Sometimes
change is just that hard. As
far as the girls are concerned, I think the only
thing they care about is staying on the floor and playing
basketball and doing it to the
bad of their abilities. I think
they did what they thought
was necessary to do that."
Childers himself hasn't
commented on the situation
-in,.' his resignation. He was
contacted by phone after he
stepped down, but said, "I
can't comment on anything."
For Lauder, her concerns
iboul C lulders started the
(list week she arrived at
|ML She said, "When I first
had my visit, they (the team)
were like yeah, it's fun here,
etc' I didn't realize this
until after i was signing and
everything that they never
mentioned anything about
how the coaches are.
"As soon as 1 got on
campus, we hung out with
them (the team) the first
couple of nights when we

-66... everybody on the
outside is wondering if
the tail's wagging
the dog.
—Wendy Larry
ODl" unman basketball coach

-9 9-

were on campus and I
heard nothing but negative
stuff," Lauder said. "And I
was like 'what the heck did
I just get myself into."'
Lauder said the final
straw came at the start of
last season when Childers
held a "surprise meeting"
with her. According to
Lauder, most of the team
and the coaches did not
know about it.
"It was basically a surprise attack on me." Lauder
said. "I guess he heard
rumors that I wanted to
transfer, but that wasn't true.
The year before that, I was
thinking about it. But after
that (season), I was fine.
"I'm sorry, but Division I
sports are not easy," Lauder
added. "Everyone has a
tough time ... It's not like he
had never heard rumors
about other players thinking
about transferring either.
But he made me look like I
was a traitor. He tried to
turn my teammates against
me. That was pretty much
the last straw for me."
Lauder left the team after
the fourth game on the
2001-'02 season, and at the
end of the academic school
year, transferred to Case
Western Reserve University
in Cleveland. Lauder started all seven games she
played there, averaging 12.7
points per game before
leaving the team to concentrate on her academics.
Because CWRU doesn't give
out scholarships, Lauder
said she didn't lose anything by doing so.
Lauder is not the only
player to leave the women's
basketball program at JMU.
At least 17 players have left
the program since Childers
arrived in 1997.
"Count that out slowly,"
Lauder said. "So many people have left the program.
I'm really disappointed in
JMU's athletic administration for not doing some-

66
Coach Childers
played a major role
in me deciding to
no longer continue
my career
here at JMU.
— Martina Williams
forma JMU vmmen s haskclhill |>luuv

thing about that."
Five players have left
since Lauder left the team
One of those players, sophomore Martina Williams, left
the team following last year,
her freshman season
While she would not
comment on the Childers
situation, Williams did say,
"Coach Childers played a
major role in me deciding to
no longer continue my
career here at JMU."
Following List season, all
three of Childers' assistant
coaches left the team. While
they officially resigned,
Lauder said they wen' Brad
"He fired every sifigle
one of them, including Russ
[Safarty], one of his best
friends," Lauder said.
One of the other two
.issisl.int coaches who left.
Roscelle Bullock, declined to
comment on the situation.
Bullock is now the director
of women's basketball operations at the University of
Louisville, her alma mater,
and the school at which
Childers coached before
coming to JMU.
Since interim head coach
Kenny Brooks officially took
over the team for the rest of the
season following Childers' resignation, the Dukes haw pun5-1 heading into tonight's
game
against
Virginia
Commonwealth University'.

"He gets on us, but he's
always there to pick us up
and motivate us," red-shirt
senior guard Jody LeRose
said of Brooks. "He's just
very positive. He's the type of
person you can just be yourself around. Not only is he
our head coach, but he is also
our friend too. But we know
where to draw the line with
him. When you mess up, he
definitely lets you know "
But LeRose said by no
means is Brooks a push-over.
"He expects just as much
out of us, If not more than
coach
Childers
did,"
LeRose said.
However, LeRose did say
that under Brooks, "It is a
different atmosphere than
with coach Childers."
As noted by some, the
Childers situation offers a
striking resemblance to former JMU women's basketball coach Shelia Moorman's
resignation
in
1997.
Moorman preceded Childers
as the Dukes' coach.
According to the March
24, 1997, issue of The Breeze,
Moorman stepped down
March 21, 1997, after "some
players approached (then)
Athletic
Director
Don
l.emish with complaints."
Just as Childers cited
medical issues as his reason
for resignation, Moorman
cited fatigue and "burnout."
According to that same
article, an anonymous player
said the players threatened to
leave the team if Moorman
was not removed as coach.
"They basically leaned on
their
scholarships," the
player told The Breeze in the
March 24 issue. "They told
(Lemishj they would give
them
up if
Moorman
remained coach."
Just as Lauder said
Childers didn't treat players
with respect, the player
under Moorman said, "She
didn't treat them with
respect, and they didn't
treat her with respect."

DAVE KIM/vmi,.r)*.l..irra/*».

Junior attacker Oall Decker (right) look* to paas the ball to a
teammate In practice aa Junior attacker Ellae Bernler looks on.

JMU: Schedule for
2003 a difficult one
JMU, from page 15
also a Tewaaraton Trophv
Nominee for the nation's tup
player in 2002.
The team will rely on the
speed and size of senior defenders Rachel Sappington and Kari
Pabis, too. Sappington, a secondyear starter, was third in draw
controls in 2002 Junior midfielder Jessica Beard, a ConferenceScholar Athlete, should also add
depth defensively.
Sophomore Amy Altig, the
team's 2002 Rookie of the Year,
will mind the net for the Dukes
as their starting goalkeeper. The
team combines a large amount
of young tak?nt with numerous
returning veterans.
"If you combine these two
qualities, I sec a team that has
the potential to achieve great
success," Decker said.
JMU will face a number of top
teams, as it plays 10 of its 16 regular season games against nationally ranked opponents. Included
among those teams are Atlantic
Coast Conference matchups
against No. 2 Duke University,
No. 3 University of Virginia and
No. 6 University of Maryland.

-66
Their hard work and
dedication are
unrivaled by any group
I have coached.
-KelUeYotiM
lacrosse coacn

-99
"All three ACC teams will be
prepared and ready for game
day," Young said. "They are well
coached and leaded with talent."
JMU will face its first real
challenge March 7 at No. 16
Perm State University. Coach
Young is confident about the
upcoming season and the
work ethic of the team.
"Their hard work and dedication are unrivaled by any
group I have coached," Young
said. "They have earned mv
utmost respect. I hope the
JMU community will see in
them on game day what I see
each and every day."

YOUR OPINION COUNTS!

Wed Mar 5
Let's Go closes 2pm
UREC Smoothie Bar closes 9:30pm
Lakeside Express closes 11pm

Thurs Mar 6
Mrs. Green's closes 2pm
Market One closes 8pm
Festival Java City dotes 8pm
Madison Grill closes 9pm
PC Dukes closes 10pm
C-Store East closes 12 midnight

a M?r 7
Chtck-fil-A closes 2pm
Door 4 Subs closes 2pm*
D Hall closes 2pm
Festival closes 3pm
TDU Java City closes 2pm
Mr. Chips closes 5pm*
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LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...

GIT *EM WHILE fHfU'HE H0T1

WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR

MAN t HAS THEM ALL AT SALE PfMC»l

AMimuNM-n

'W PtYtfH Avt

A»won

(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
4334600

swnwowD

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY!
Check out Plea 9 lor new & used CDs.
accessories, imports, indies, vinyl, tickets to
local events, special orders and morel

LESSON #*. MIRAClE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!
The card Is FREE
QBJ(
Every 8" wash Is lee
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)
Attendants available Fn & Sat f 0-12noon/1-4pm (Sun - Thu varies)

LESSON v.1 SPOT FREE RINSE - LESS WORK

sfuvi

American Hi-R • Th An Oft Ming
Richard A she raft - Human <on.im.-i
ThtMinu»5-/M.n 0M
Grata! ul Dt**J • f\famUd & ttmaittrtd mistm of
Amrruan Unary. Aaxomaxva. Anthem of the Smn,
6w/ii//W. Inr/Dradand Worttngma* < Dead
Calaxica i-r.tpfVCtrt
CratXt- 2 Tht Grava - Soundiwk
Dar Williams • Hrauty of the Ham

an * 'ffun it

(just off University Brvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service beys
Spot Free nnse
8 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

"^^
iCMOUITM
ncavuo

^B^BHBfBBHBHH

Bak? ALWAYS ON SALE!

Zd

Fifty Cent - Get Hi'l>'h Oie Ttyln
Noidh Jones Come Aw*) With Wi
Kill Rock Cork)
7wan Mury Star of the Stti
Dixie Chicks - Home
Ry Cooder/Maiiiiel Gallian

Vlnmbe

Siiiiuiiiln
Coldplay l Rush of Blood to tht ll>.»'
Missy Elliott / Wain < onstrtictfpM
Tyresc - / Wtnm* Go Tbtn
Sean Paul - Dairy ffodt

4341-9009

Sean oe lo> Plan »i Weakly (men"
ImH HI ■ chaVMaJam«t»uass) COM

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
WHAT A RECORD
1790-96 E. Market St.
STORE SHOULD BE!
Mon Sal 10-9, Sunday 12-6 Listen Before You Buy!

MORE PLAY

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

TVBr««w tooi.rng' "[«am an<{
B£ Bro^r? B£ jR^PSi «fy«tfally:
■n

5

(Wllo ? *J&^ K^«* TH« took
BRIAN AUSTIN
INVITtS yOU TO -HIS

£jtf(<0fetf
m

at

tiffin

sponsor ay

°'d«'«eek WMm—WOMMOWMOm
^mes McHone

„

i+i n

TAMES MCHONE
diamonds
eV

&

*The

pjtfu. OodS
e

*v,^
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-"fe^*

vti
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Wednesday Night

$200 •'fcoo

V***
*:<%
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CLASSIFIEDS
•WANTED'
110 Month Lease AvallaMe • lor 6
■ bedroom house. The owner hat
■ slashed (he price on our last houM
llor 3003 2004. AvalaNe 10 Ihe
Ifiret qualified group of in. Huge
■bedroom*, two Wknene, Huge yard.
Iw/D. 0/W. pet permitted $250/
■ month tor 12 month*, $280/montri
■lot 10 months Call 564-2659.
Iwww castleproper ry.com
Itllrabatk Street ' I ,. li.
Iporches. hardwood floors. Ethernet.
■ all appliances Call 5683068
[latg. 1 ■edreein Apartments Sood location, availalbe 7/1 or
/17. 1370 Can 4311569

"Student Friendly"
Rentals
I bedroom home 2«n W Wawr Si
| CHval kxjlion 4ixl..ml Baa
Available 6/01/03. PeU and tmokrr.
welcome! Yard, basement, garage
«75n/mo K70.9V47. leave meuage
[Walk 1/2 ■lock to Campus
I Apartments lot rent, groups ol 4.
I Private parking. 10 W. Grace St.
I Call Hun, 5743057.
4 lea-room Town ho... ■ ,' 1 .
I bath*, appliances. Madison Manor.
I pool, tannis. Available August 1
I 434 3790.
I Hunter'* Ridge 2 ■sdroams •
I Largest In Marrlsontxirg. $640/mo
I total ajmishad, sta»tmg August 1.
I 2003. Call 568 3580 or e-mail
I greengiv#|mu*du

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:
WESTPORT VILLAGE
HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-MS
OLD SOUTH HIGH
EAST & WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1-2-3-4 OR 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
2-3-4 BEDROOM
HOUSES
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JUUI
NO BUS RIDE'
Kline-Riner Rentals

438-8800

One more roommate lor 2003
2004 Wc hive 3 people in a 4
bci)nHii.) towflbouH Grcml
location AlwjvMiuiniaincd.
Many cum. hx. client LiiHllonl
Musisec'S:».Vmo Call
41^-8421 for num.- Wonaatiofl
Nag* Head • Student summer
rental*. Call 252 255 6328 or
seabeeeiereattycom
m. View Drive TH > redrooms.
furnished. Ethernet. <«altting
Astance. $?30/mo One year lease
(8/03 8/04) 703450-5008.
1265 pet person in 6-umt student
building Fully eauippeO with 1.5
bath. W/D, A/C. D/W and large
living and dining rooms Call
5642659 nwnvcastlepfooerty.com
S meeVeem Hem..
W/0. available 8/17/03. $675.

Call 4331569.
person. 2 kitchens. 2 berths. Call

43M800

3 or 4 Bedroom House
Good neighbor!* * i
cainpus. WaiherMrjci included.
June '03 - June '04 Icatc
»2WpcfM.n Call I
d-i);t"4'2-HSy.e.ciiing.
New Large 1 M Ape.tm.nU Alt
appliances, available August.
1455. 4331569.
S Bedreaa. Hevsa • 2 baths.
possible Irvlaw Quarters, clrnwood
Drive Close to JMU. Sorry, no
group*. $825/mo. 433 3395.
evening*.
W/D. available 8/17/03, (410
$445. Call 4331569
rVtovtnt/Livlae W Carnaa*? Visit
■vet) |tt>j edu/oci/Wtingshtm. JMU'*
official Ma for off-campus housing,
roomrnatas. furnflure. Also groat lor
advertising sublets/rentals
4 Bedroom Condo tor Rant
.
bedroom* still available. (250/
month, washer/dryer. Hunter's
Ridge, minute* from JMU. Call
804-9378791.
Sublease lor Spring Semester
2004 • Stonegate Apartment*
Free cable, local phone and
Ethernet, third floor. Female
roommate preterabte. Cad 6124120.
1188 Seat* Mata • 5 bedrooms,
basement. DSL. June, year lease,
across from campus. $1,375 Call
4330984

Only $15 to run
your "For Sale"
ad for the entire
semester or until
your item sells
I whichever comes flrsl*!
This olicr ts good now through
May I. 2003 and only applies to
edWUetttg Ln the Tor Sale'
section Ads must be 20 words ot
less. Offer snakes to individual
Hens only Ratal sura and
do not quality lor this
special oiler
All ad* are subject u
BJSSSJ sjgKRg.

iim;i ARDVMXNAC.ERS/
SliTEKVLSORS
SI MMKR M)«TK)NS IN NO. VA

S (i RKAT PAY WITH BONUS $
»» * .nrrmsrnatrrprssMiKxosa
< .11 l-*77.7W-7ea5
Nede or Clothed Model* Wanted
(19 OO/Tv.) for art rJeaaai Tuesdays
and Thursdays. 10.45 am. 215
p.m. Other tanas available. Contact
Erin at 4334043 for information or
to apply.
Ufegeerds Wanted - in North
Myrtle Bosch. No experience Appy
-ww.nsbairfBfuards.com.
11.500 WaeWy Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
2036830202

Don't mi* out on
this great deal!
•568-61,27
VW Cebrlo 1997 - CD. AM/FM.
power lochs/steering, new belts
and spark plugs, good condition,
$9,500. Ca« Devon. 4386502
Hand Custom Speaker
Baa • for Jeep Wrangler 97 03, 2
10' JL audio suDwoofer* Call
574 1127.
Thee and Maw Oar Sasst 5 Super
Swamper
TSL/SX
tires.
30X11 50X15 70% tread. Five AH
767 wheels 15X8. New tires and
nms Can 5741127.
2000 Heads CMMO new tires.
$5,000, o.b.O. Call 271 1089
http: //cob jmu ,edu/b*e
(Mac OS I « • )60 MB Quicken.
Apple works, Encyclopedia, Adobe
Page. $375 Call 8799947.
1987 Jeep Wrangler • 6 cyi .
manual, A/C. greon/ian, 52,000.
Can 5741127.
19M Tevot* Cerm,
4 itOOf
power doors, lochs, 10 disc CD,
heyiass entry, great condition,
$5,000 Carl 4378608.
teanaer/MPS Player ■ Epson
1200U USB scanner, $50; Hip Zip
MP3 player. 240 MB. $100. Call
Kurt. 5686952 (days).
1996 Toyota 4-Runner «etM
brush and grill guard, leather,
sunroof, mutti CD changer. 119.000
miles, one owner, $10,900 Call
5742321

Full-time Summer
Nanny Wanted
hit 2 hoyv (4 and 7| m Noilhcrn
Virpnu Muvi mmW
I ivi- in I'pTitin available.
Call Maryrose,
l-8O0-448-4882.cxt.8K80
le* - Massanutten River
Advertures. Inc. MRA is seeking 6
8 man and women for the canoe,
hayah, tubing and rock climbing
2003 season. MRA is located
across from Massanutten Resort.
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic, self-managed, and
good dnv.ng record. COL and CPR
are a plus. Call 2894066 or e-mail
MassanuttenRtverVaol com.
WrmCANOE4U.com
■ ■'tender Tialneei Needed
S250/day potential. Local positions.
1800-293-3985. ext. 215
Make a DMsiiats This
while having the time of your life
Counselors and activity leader*
needed to work at summer campus
for children and adult* with
disabilities Campus located near
Richmond end Roanoke, Virginia.
Camp season: earty June • midAugust. Visit our website at
www.va easter-seals.wg/nchmond
or eel 8048339855
lulsng Peeaen for Houea Cteawk-g
and MsjM yardwork 4 - B hours per
-eek 4348096

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Croups
scmesirr with a proven
CampusKundraiser 1 hour
fund railing event.
Our program* make lead
raising ea»> with ne r1»k*KVMI nHHng

SALE
Sating Into e Great Booh!
Thrift 227 N Matr

Summer Jobs at the Beeck • The
Outer Banks of North Carolina.
Pieasa visit www. mworth com and
left on 2003 employment
information

dMa -re fillmt qaiddy,
■ogcl with the prugran' UwoAs.
Contact CairanuFurtdriiier
■lKH8-92)-)23K.urvinl
HIWM fum/ntsfunjraurr.mm

JMU Senr« Sreak. Are you 0elr«7
Then go Direcll Book now and gel
guaranteed lowest price and free
Dailies! Campus reps wanted'
Organire some mends travetl tree'
VMa Hew zero customer compla-ms'
U10O367 1252
www. spririgtMwaKdinfct.com

Barn Up ta SSOO Par Weak assembling products at home. No
eipanence. Info. 19858481700.
Dept. VA4806

BEACH i'SMPS

Pul il lo work!
EaraSMO 13J00
FT»T Moolh
Local uMerMCw
Fnduv. Man*7.O00am - IMOpin.
Mr Walrak. 7*7 M94M5

1.8M.STJ1CHASI

Local Fandty wtth 4 Smsfl Chiteen
(ages 6, 3 1/2. 2 year old twins)
needs childcare in our home
Monday Friday, BOO am 400 pm.
Win consider 2 people to share job
(MWF. T/TH). Must have own
transportation and references. Call
Kathy at 4339503 for more info.

Skydlvel One day lust Tandem
skydlves Irom 2 1 '2 miles upl
22 lumper aircialt IMU student
discounlsl Call 1877 348 3759
(877 DIVESRVI
www.shyrliveorarige.com

Sick ef Terrible Deejays? Call
Mil Master Mike's Entertei
S43-9Q07
Proofreading In tuvgHsh/uerman
Punctuation, grammar, MLA/APA.
Ellsabett. Sawnons. 5406725758.
commaoruseftsarthlink net

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710

NOTICE

mvw.sunsp/fls/itours.com

Kor rnore infonrution and auis-iaace
regarding the stveibgainn nt liruncing
buubcM LOpunuaiticv oMtact lac
Belter Bimnew Bureau. In.
l4WD-5i3-5»l

mi/m-im
SVPERM
Cancun

THEBREEZI
CLASSIUKDADS!
$1 00 for Ihc lin.1 III worth
$2.00 fot each add'l 10 words
568-6127

$40 for third class mail
oi $80 for first class mall.
you can receive a full yeai of

n, V trntutr

77w Bnmxel

^.s^av-fm

Please send your name,
address & money to:

The Breeze

CRUISE
1-800-678-6386

\ll\ I RTISE IN

Subscribe to
The Breeze!

TRAVE

IOIW

M„„0ll.rln«so.n.

Bartender Trainee* Nil Bed - $250
a day potential Local positions.
Call 18002933985 art 613.

SERVICES

«ww'$prln|Bie«kTre»el

CII lot Cutr.nl speci.|>

PERSONALS

Wattstafl NeededT- Apply at Jess'
Lunch. Hiring for ell shifts Looking
for people to work Spring Break.
Freshmen. Sophomores, and
Juniors preferred.

$279!

SPRING BREAK 03

Sun Splash Tours
1.8004267710
www.sunSiriashtours.com

Ikgft PewereS HH*He»/R*a Act needs bass and keyboard players
for paid gigs. Call Renai-ance
Records, 2468303

SPRINQI
BREflK!

• 1 Spring Break Vacatlensl
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, and
Flonda. Bast parties, best hotels.
best prtoosl Space is limited* Hurry
up and book now 1800-2347007
*•» erxllftsSUmnK'louis corn

Free Meals In lamaica'
Guaranieed Lawest Pncesl

rsunchne.com

ACCESS TO A PC?

m

Earn SI.000- $2,000 this

1998 BSwW 83BT- Black, leather,
stick shift. ABS, sunroof. 155.000
mostly highway miles, very nice car
for only $7,499. 435-1019.

|B
> MakM Hi laid • to work
Fridays and Saturdays for office
and outside duties. Must be
available for full time in summer
Located in city and could lead to
fuHbnts employment on graduation
Good telephone and computer
shika a must. 4331234.

James Madison University
Panama Clt)
Acapulco 4 Blniirtias
/10'. Beat Price Gudtr—-

1800 2347007

Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Hatilsonburg, VA 22807

www endless summertcur a < om

Place a classified ad in The Breeze! Call 568-6127 for more information.

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

It's Tine For Happy Hours!

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

NTC invites all students to take advantage of our new
after hours Program. He want the hear from you when
it best suits you!
Immediately NTC is extending its customer service hours
to weekdays 9-8pi, Saturday 12-5pi, and Sunday l-5pm. This
expanded schedule will enable us to service our ever-growing
customer base in a store positive and proactive manner. The primary
focus of NTC's call center for these extended periods will be to
provide additional support for students' network demands.
Sorry, but we will not be assisting with account inquiries or billing
issues during after hours

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.
REPUTATION-therc is NO SUBSTITUTE!

'[Paintta J^aau \Jattoo
200 fSoutk jzAvi.
<zrfa\\iionL7UXQ
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

DID YOU KNOW NEXT YEAR YOU COULD GET YOUR PHONE,
ETHERNET, AND CABLE TV, ALL FOR AROUND $50 A MONTH??
Students moving off campus in August 2883, make sure you sign up for
NTC's promotional package (Network/private phone), while discounted
rates are still available. No final commitment, or payment obligation
until August. Pick up a services form at your apartment complex
or visit our web site today...before it's too late!!

NTC

nun

COMMUNICATIONS .

Communications Solutions tor Off Campus Living
961 Acorn Dr. Harrlsonburg, VA 22801
www.ntc-com.com

437-4200
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Who says nothing
in life is 4Rk?
v

i

*

4*

*«

Just a few of
the advantages
of living at
The Commons,
South View
& Stone Gate!

COME SIGN YOUR LEASE TODAY.'
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
Stone Gate

1068 N Lois Lane
432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-5:30

307220

